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TUESDAY
October 1
WORLD
The Yugoslav army pounded
Croat strongholds in the eastern
end of the secessionist republic
and on the Adriatic coast today,
leaving a 9-day-old cease-fire as
shredded as previous failed
truces. Page 2.

STATE
A Lexington architectural firm
and its president were convicted
today of making an illegal campaign contribution in the May
Democratic primary. Page 3.

SPORTS
True, the Washington Redskins
have three shutouts in this
young NFL season, but they'll
be the first to admit they've
been beating up on teams at less
than full strength. Page 8.

BUSINESS
Falling interest rates are good
for borrowers, bad for lenders.
The problem is most of us are
both. Page 2.

FORECAST
Partly cloudy tonight. Lows
around 60. Light south wind.
Partly sunny and warm Wednesday. Highs around 8U:•
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1-800-756-4AIR
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of West Kentucky
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Congress set
for battle
over benefits
for jobless
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate and House are prepared to
send President Bush a $6.4 billion
measure extending benefits for
Americans who have been out of
work the longest, setting the stage
for a likely veto fight.
Senate Republicans forced a test
vote scheduled for today in which,
for procedural reasons, Democrats
will need to find 60 votes to keep
the measure alive.
But even GOP lawmakers conceded the Democrats would prevail, and both chambers of Congress were expected to send the
measure to the White House by
day's end.
"The administration will put on
a full-court press, but I'm optimistic we'll get it," chief sponsor Sen.
Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, said
Monday.
The bill would provide up to 20
extra weeks of benefits for people
who have exhausted the regular 26
weeks of payments.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Arms talks may lead
to four-nation summit

Home towing

WASHINGTON (AP) — ;I he
United States and the Soviet Union
are setting up a series of talks
beginning here Oct. 9 to implement
President Bush's proposal for deep
cuts in nuclear weapons stockpiles.
Administration officials said
Monday the result could be a fournation meeting of foreign ministers
in November or even a summit
with Bush, Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev, French President Francois Mitterrand and British Prime Minister John Major
attending.
The U.S. aim is twofold: to
quickly get from the Soviets a
proposal to match Bush's move on
Friday to remove all battlefield
nuclear weapons from Europe and
to arrange a speedy accord to ban
long-range, multiple-warhead
nuclear missiles based on U.S. and
Soviet soil.
The talks will be opened by
Undersecretary of State Reginald
-Bartholomew and Soviet Deputy
FOreign Minister Alexei Obukhov
on Oct. 9 and followed by expertlevel discussions soon afterward
"to flesh things out," the U.S.
Workers from M.C. Ruggles House Movers in Benton were on Payne officials said.
Street on Tuesday to move this two story house to its new home.
The next step would be a meetMoved for the second time in a year, the house's new address will be ing of Secretary of State James A.
on highway 280.
Baker ill with the Soviet, French

and British foreign ministers, or a
summit, said the officials, who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
Mitterrand has proposed a fourpower summit. Bush said Monday
while traveling in Florida he was
"not familiar with that."
He told reporters "it's early" to
think about meeting with Gorbachev. He said he had not talked
with the Soviet president since a
telephone conversation Friday
spelling out his arms plan.
The Soviets, responding favorably Monday to Bush's initiative,
indicated their priority goals would
include a ban on nuclear weapons
tests and bringing other nations in
the expanding nuerear Club into thediscussions.
Bush, in his detailed proposals,
did not offer to halt weapons tests.
He expressed concern about
nuclear proliferation and suggested
the United States and the Soviet
Union consider defensive
measures.
Also, the president's offer to
outlaw ground-based strategic missiles with multiple warheads did
not include similar devastating missiles carried on U.S. Trident submarines. The Soviets do not have a
comparable arsenal.

MSU sets all-time high in undergraduate enrollment
Undergraduate enrollment at
Murray State University this fall is
at an all-time high, 7,022 students,
up 157, or two percent, over the
previous high reached last year.
The headcount of both undergraduates and graduate students reached the fifth highest level in the
school's history this fall — 8,215,
compared with 7,977 a year,ago.

Peak enrollment oceth',2c1 in 1976
when 8,350 students were enrolled
at Murray State.
The fall 199: crinliment report,
prepared by Phi Bryan, dean of
admissions and reLords, shows
record size sophomores, junior and
senior classes. There are 1,434 fulltime sophomores, 1,461 full-time
juniors are 1,863 full-time seniors.

Free ride fatal to man who fell
from airplane at Barkley Field
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A man who apparently was trying to
"hitch a ride" on the wing of a commuter airplane lost his grip shortly
after takeoff and plunged to his death, authorities said.
The man, whose identity wasn't known, jumped a fence at Barkley
Regional Airport and ran across a field toward the Northwest Airlines
plane Monday evening, said Sgt. Buddy Pugh of the McCracken County Sheriff's Department.
He said the man then tried to "hitch e'ride" on the wing.
The plane had climbed about 300 feet and was traveling about 150
mph when "someone thought they'd seen something come off the airplane," he said.
The accident occurred zt 6:40 p.m. CDT.
A ground crew began searching and found the man's body thrown
against a fence at the south end of the field. Pugh said the man apparently was killed instantly when he struck the ground.
Pugh said the man, who appeared to be in his late 20s or early 30s,
was wearing blue jeans, a leather jacket, two shirts and two pairs of
socks. He had no identification.
The back pocket of the man's jeans was ripped and it was possible
his wallet was lost on the airport property, Pugh said. Deputies will
continue searching for clues today, he said.
Pugh said the 19-passenger commuter flight was bound for Memphis„iTenn.
He Said he was unsure how many passengers were on board. He said
authorities will notify passengers and seek information from them.

all new school 'records.
The number of full-time undergraduates reached a record level —
6,132 — surpassing the previous
record of 6,019 in 1990.
"This is the largest undergraduate enrollment we have ever had."
Bryan said. "We have never before
been over 7,000."
The only negative numbers are

those of new freshmen, Bryan said.
The number of new freshmen
declined 181 or eight percent.
"There aren't as many freshmen
enrolling because more are going
to community colleges. However,
about 1994, it should pick up when
the graduating classes get larger."
The number of in-state students
increased to 6,203, up 117 from

last year. Six percent more out-ofstate students enrolled this fall.
Students are also taking a record
number of courses this fall which
generates more revenue for the university, putting Murray State in
good financial posture. Students
are taking 105,667 credit hours, up
from the previous record of
103,133 last year.

Murray native survived sinking, sharks
By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Times Mat Editor
Sunday, television viewers got to
witness the real life drama of the
sinking of the U.S.S. Indianapolis.
At least one Murray man was there
to live it.
Edgar Harrell, formerly of Murray, was aboard that fateful ship
when it was torpedoed by a Japanese submarine in the south Pacific
during World War II.
The ordeal was the subject of a
television documentary on CBS
Sunday.
The cruiser, which days before
had delivered to the Tinian Islands
the components of the world's first
atomic bomb, was on its way to the
Philippines at the time of the sinking on July 29, 1945.
Due to a foul-up, however, Navy
officials were unaware that the
Indianapolis was overdue and failed to/send any search parties for
survivors.

If they had, they would have
found Harrell along with 80 other
survivors who had nothing but life
jackets and their wits to use to
survive.
Harrell said he had just gone off
guard duty and was attempting to
sleep under the ship's No. 1 turret
when the first torpedo hit about six
minutes after midnight.
The first explosion ripped a hole
ip the bow between him and his
emergency station midships, Harrell said. "It took a while for me to
get there because everyone was
running in every direction."
No official word was handed
down to abandon ship because the
ship's loudspeakers were not functioning, but when water started
coming over the ship, they knew it
was time to go.
HArrell floated with a group of
about 80 men at first. By the third
day, the group was down to 17
survivors.
Because most of the thirsty men

drank the salty seawater, sickness
and hallucinations hampered their
survival.
"There were mass hallucinations," Harrell said. "Men would,
swim away from the group because
they would think they saw the ship
or water. One man tried to stab his
buddy with a kn;fe because he
thought he was hiding water in his
jacket."
Men who would swim away
from the group would get hit by
one or more of the hundreds of
sharks that hovered around the
groups of survivors, Harrell said.
The group formed a human ring
to keep men from swimming away.
Unlike the movie depiction, there
were no life rafts because the ship
sank in 12 minutes, leaving little
time to prepare.
The group of 17 joined another
group which was pushing a tiny
raft of life jackets and was plan(Cont'd on page 2)

Army seizes power in Haiti, Aristide heads for exile
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Haitian president Jean-Bertrand Aristide tleft) walked with Chief of Staff Ilerard Abraham after his inauguration ceremony in February of this year. .Aristideflew into evile today after being ousted by tht, Iii
nation's armed forces.

President Jean-Bertrand Aristide
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP)
flew into exile today after the army ousted him and the first democratically elected government n Haiti's nearly two centuries as a nation.
He arrived this morning in Venezuela, en route to France, an' met privately with the U.S. and French ambassadors in Caracas.
Haiti's acting army commander, Brig. Gen. Raoul Cedras, announced
Monday night that the military had taken control. He did not say -whether
the country would be ruled by an individual offider or a group of officers.
The notoriously corrupt army, an agent of repression that has long
dominated politics in Haiti, accused Aristide of interfering in its affairs.
Indeed, Aristide retired the army's high command and was rumored to be
training an elite unit for his protection.
Cedras urged calm and spoke of creating a "serene climate favorable to
the next election."
The army rebellion began Sunday, and at least 26 people were killed
and 200 wounded in related fighting or street violence. Many Haitians
feared further violence over the ouster of Aristide, who won 70 percent of
the vote in Haiti's first free presidential elections and had championed the
cause of the poor against dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier and a succession
of military-dominated governments.
Sporadic gunfire rang out early today in Port-au-Prince, the capital of 1
million people. but few residents ventured outdoors after midnight. The
city was reported quiet this morning.
Since taking office Feb. 7, Aristide forged a good relationship with the
United States and set about improving the lot of the 6 million people in
the Western Hemisphere's poorest country.
Last week, during a three-day visit to the United States, the 38-year-old
Roman Catholic priest's speech was warmly received at the United
Nations, and he was cheered during visits to Haitian communities in
Miami and New York City. France, which once ruled Haiti as a colony,
today' suspended foreign aid to Haiti and demanded that Aristide be
restored to office. The U.S. Embassy, meanwhile. denounced the coup as
an outrageous attack." The Organization of American States demaFrored
Aristide's return to power.
Hours after word surfaced in Miami's Little Haiti section of Aristide's
capture, street protests broke out, and demonstrators burned an American
flag tires and other debris.
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Finance QiirA
How to survive in a time of declining interest rates
By dAVE SKIDMORE
Associated Press Writer

el

WASHINGTON — Falling interest rates are good for borrowers. had
for lenders. The problem is- most of us are both.
Typical Americans borrow as home buyers with mortgages and, in
effect. lend to banks with savings deposits. So how should they handle
their finances while interest rates are declining? Here is some advice from,
economists and investment experts.
Q: Should I refinance my mortgage?
A: That depends on how long you think you'll keep your home. what
your current mortgage interest rate is and what kind of deal you can find
on a new loan.
A homeowner with a $100,000 mortgage carrying a 101/1 percent interest rate pays S915 a month in principal and interest. At 81/2 percent interest — not impossible to find these days — the monthly payment, excluding taxes and insurance, would be S769, a $146-a-month savings.
If the homeowner has to pAy two "points" as a refinancing fee —
$2.000 on a S100,000 mortgage — and S1,000 in appraisal and other fees,
it would take roughly two years at the refinanced rate to break even.
/
4 percent to 8Y2 percent for
It may be worth it to refinance from 91
homeowners confident of staying in their home for four or more years.
Other factors play a role as well. Many homeowners are happy to trade
in a variable-rate mortgage for the certainty of a fixed-rate mortgage.
even with little or no savings. Some may opt for a I5-year mortgage at a
lower rate but the same or higher monthly payment as their current
30-year loan.
In some cases, if you know you are moving in two or three years, it
may make sense to shuck a fixed-rate mortgage in favor of an adjustablerate loan.
Q: OK, refinancing makes sense for me. Should I do it now or wait?
A: The consensus seems to lean toward now or soon — unless you
want to gamble on the recession returning.
The Federal Reserve's Open Market Committee was meeting. privately
today to determine the near-term course of the nation's monetary policy.
Most economists think the central bank, under pressure from President
Bush. will push interest rates a notch lower sometime this month, hoping
to ensure the economic recovery.
Economists split into two camps on what happens after that. The most
pessimistic, who think the economy will soon relapse into recession, say
interest rates will continue falling into the spring. The more optimistic.
believing recovery is just around the corner, say interest rates won't get
mull -better for borrowers.
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According to the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp., fixed-rate mortgages averaged 8.92 percent last week, the lowest in 14 years.
Many homeowners apparerMy are opting for that good deal now rather
than the possibility of a better deal later. Economist Richard Peach of the
Mortgage Bankers Association of America said surveys show that 42 percent of mortgages written doing the week ended Sept. 20 were refinancings, the highest proportion this year and more than double the 20 percent
at the beginning of July.
Peach and other economists advise not to wait until you think rates
have hit bottom to start shopping. Looking for a loan and securing the
documentation necessary to apply for one can be time-consuming. After
you complete your application, most lenders need 30 days to 45 days to
process it.
Q: I'm ready to go. What's the most, important thing to remember?
A: Shop around. Check rates by telephone daily. Ask for complete
information about fees. Also, ask if a lender will allow you to "cash out"
part of your equity, to pay for home improvements or make up for the
up-front fees.
Martin Regalia, chief economist of the National Council of Community
Bankers, suggests checking first with your current lender. They won't be
overjoyed to give up a high-interest loan, but they may offer a good deal
in orderlo keep your business. .
There's one major pitfall to watch ,out for. The economy is softer and
loan terms are tighter so homeowners who purchased a house with a 5
percent or 10 percent down payment three or four years ago may find
lenders dtmanding a bigger down payment.
Economist Paul Getman of Regional Financial Associates in West
Chester, Pa., cautions that owners who purchased their home recently in
areas where prices have risen only slowly or even declined may find their
equity has disappeared.
Q: As a borrower, what else can I do to take advantage of falling
rates?
A: With deposit rates now below 6 percent, it makes more sense than
ever to use savings to pay off credit card or high-rate - loans.
That's because loan rates have fallen much less than deposit rates. In a
recession, banks have less desire to lend, so the price of their loans hasn't
fallen that much: Credit card rates, compensating for rising delinquencies
and defaults, are actually a bit higher.
If your job is secure, it may make sense to obtain a home equity loan at
or slightly above the prime rate of 8 percent. If you don't want to risk
your home, many banks offer variable-rate, unsecured lines of credit for
three or four percentage points more than the prime rate.
Q: Besides paying off debt, how-else can I use my savings?
A: Think about whether a maturing certificate of deposit might be better invested in stock, bonds or a mutual fund. But unless you can afford to
lose the money, don't pull out of a federally insured bank, savings and
loan or credit union for the sake of an extra percentage point or two.
Money market mutual funds offered by securities firms are only yielding 5.18 percent, said TBC-Donoghue's Money Fund Report. That's not
much better than bank money market accounts yielding, on average, 5.06
percent, according to the Bank Rate Monitor in North'Palm Beach, Fla.,
Although no one has ever lost money in one of the securities firin's
money market funds, they are uninsured. Bank, S&L and most credit
union deposits are backed by the federal government.
Betty Kane of the Investment Company Institute said lower interest
rates are forcing consumers to think carefully about the purpose of the
money they keep in the bank. If it's there to meet unexpected emergencies
or to pay an imminent expense such as college tuition, medical bills or an
automobile purchase, it's probably best to keep it there.
But if the money is long-term savings that likely will not be needed for
five or six years, a stock, bond or mutual fund investment — although
riskier in the short run — may be better in the long run, Kane said.
Q: I want to keep my money in the bank. Is there anything I can do to
get a higher return?
A: Robert K. Heady, publisher of the Bank Rate Monitor, said savers
have two options. They can tie up their money for a longer period or they
can look for an out-of-state institution that pays higher rates than local
banks.
Six-month _certificates of deposit yielded 5.4 percent on average last
week, compared with 6.83 percent for five-year certificates. But not
everyone wants to commit their money for five years and miss out if rates
surge in a year or two.

(Coal d from page 1)
ning to swim west toward the
Philippines.
After two more days at sea, Harrell spotted an object floating in the
distance and swam out to find a
crate of rotting potatoes which
were squeezed and eaten for
nourishment.
"Some said later that if it
weren't for those potatoes, they
wouldn't be here today," Harrell

(Coed from page 1)
Since about 300,000 Americans
are using up their standard halfyear of benefits every month, the
measure has attained enormous
political significance.
Democrats, their eyes on the
1992 presidential campaign, are
hoping the fight over the legisla-

said.
The group, slowly losing their
minds in the summer heat of the
Pacific, let their raft float away and
split into smaller groups, leaving
Harrell and two other men alone.
The next day, four and a half
days after the sinking, a lone B-25
bomber spotted the men and other
survivors and alerted authorities.
Of the 1,100 original crewmen,
only 317 were rescued.

tion will convince the public that
Bush cares little for domestic
issues and the plight of the victims
of the economic recession.
They also hope to claim their
first override victory over Bush,
who has prevailed in 11 previous
override fights with Congress.
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YUGOSLAVIA
BELGRADE — The Yugoslav army pounded Croat strongholds in the eastern end of the secessionist republic and on the Adriatic coast today, leaving
a 9-day-old cease-fire as shredded as previous failed truces. The Serbdominated army seemed intent on seizing the few remaining Croat positions
in eastern Croatia before it gets bogged down by wet fall weather and low
morale that has caused desertions by thousands of reservists. The army
accused Croatian forces of violating the cease-fire accord by attacking military bases inside the republic and warned it would retaliate against any town
where a federal post was attacked. Meanwhile, the collective Yugoslav presidency met in Belgrade, the federal and Serbian capital, but only five members attended. The Croatian chairman, Stipe Mesic; the representative of
Slovenia, which declared independence along with Croatia in June; and the
delegate from Bosnia-Hercegovina boycotted the session. Political analysts
speculated that Serbia would demand the presidency order a general mobilization of military age men in Yugoslavia.
SOVIET UNION
MOSCOW — Top officials from 13 republics gathered today in Kazakhstan
to try to work out an economic treaty, and President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
warned he would resign if they don't maintain a common market. "The process of total disintegration, which is fatal for our peoples, can be stopped if
we give top priority not to political passions, but to the needs and interests
of the populace," Kazakhstan President Nursultan Nazarbayev told the session, according to Soviet news agencies. All of the present and former
Soviet republics, except Lithuania and Estonia, sent representatives to the
meeting in Alma-Ata, capital of the huge republic bordering China. Most
sent their presidents, prime ministers or other top officials.

ntAig
MANAMA, Bahrain — A

team of U.N. ballistic weapons experts flew to
Baghdad today to test Iraq's willingness to allow U.N. inspectors free use of
helicopters to scan the country for Scud missile launchers and rockets.
Inspectors tracking Iraq's nuclear, chemical, conventional and biological
weapon programs have until now been able to operate only near Baghdad
because of the lack of helicopters. The U.N. Special Commission overseeing the weapons search was waiting for "diplomatic clearance" from Baghdad before it could bring three German helicopters into the country from
Turkey. "It's not a major problem," said the commission's regional office
chief in Bahrain, Alastair Livingston.
TOGO
LOME — Soldiers seized the state radio and television center today and
forced the broadcast of a communique demanding that the West African
nation's newly formed transitional government step down. The brief communique said interim President Joseph Koffigoh must quit and demanded the
dissolution of the government, which was set up to oversee an end to Gen.
Gnassingbe Eyadema's 24-year military dictatorship.
GERMANY.
BERLIN — A nationwide police union is expressing frustration at what it
calls the lack of political will to bring an end to dozens of attacks on foreigners in _recent weeks by neo-Nazis. The incidents are on_the rise as Germany prepares to celebrate its first anniversary as a unified nation. Some
Germans are calling for curbing the number of refugees allowed into their
country, while others stress that energy should be devoted to fighting the
prejudice itself. The influential newsmagazine Der Spiegel said this week
that the violence recalls Kristallnacht, the November 1938 night that Nazi
thugs ramaged nationwide, destroying Jewish homes and businesses. This
time, the targets are Vietnamese, Mozambican and eastern European immigrants searching for a better life in Germany.
KOREA
SEOUL, South Korea — U.S. soldiers withdrew today from a strategic border with Communist North Korea, handing their camps and patrol mission
over-to South Korean troops for the first time in 38 years. South Korean
officials said a brief ceremony marked the departure of American troops
from the sensitive area just south of the truce village of Panmunjom, inside
the Demilitarized Zone that separates the rival Koreas. The withdrawal was
symbolic of a U.S. military shift from leadership to a supporting role in
guarding the 155-mile Korean border. From now on, all but a small number
of American soldiers_guarding the isolated truce village will stay outside the
2.5-mile-wide DMZ. The DMZ, extending the width of the Korean peninsula
roughly along the 38th parallel, was established by the 1953 armistice that
ended the three-year Korean War. Armed clashes often have flared inside it.
U.S. soldiers inside the DMZ have served as a trip wire to deter hostilities
between the two Koreas since the end of the Korean War. They defended
the "western corridor," a short-cut to Seoul, the capital.
CHINA
BEIJING — A series of earthquakes shook .northWastern China's Qinghai
and Gansu provinces early today, the state-run Xinhua News Agency said.
There were no immediate reports of casualties. Xinhua said the first quake
occurred at 12:30 a.m. and measured 5.2 on the Richter scale, signifying a
strong quake. Qinghai and Gansu are among China's least populated areas.
The agency said the quake was centered in the Menyuan Hui Autonomous
County just north of Oinghai's capital of Xining, in the Daban Mountains. It
reported strorig aftershocks but did not say how many or how strong.

Murray native survived sinking,sharks ...

Congress setfor battle •••

IS R PRRCTICE

News of the World

Harrell, who resides in Paris,
Tenn., is a graduate of Murray
High School and became a successful businessman in Rock Island, Ill.
after the war.
Harrell married Ola Mae Cathey
from Stella and is a member of the
Billy Ray Walston Detachment of
the Marine Corps League. Murrayan Allen Rose, who served in G-2
intelligence on Guam, is commandant of the detachment.
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Kentucky students show need for improvement in surveys
WASHINGTON (AP) — Kentucky's education reforms will be
put to the test in trying to improve
the state's poor showing in two
national reports.
Nearly half of Kentucky eighth
graders, 49.4 percent, are unable to
perform at the most basic level —
adding, subtracting, dividing and
multiplying, according to one
report on mathematics achievement
in 1990.
Only 11 percent were considered
proficient — able to use algebra,
decimals and fractions — and fewer than I percent could do more
complicated math, said the report
issued Monday by the National
Assessment Governing Board.
A portion of the findings was
included in a separate report, also
released Monday, by the National
Education Goals Panel, a group of
governors and Bush administration
officials.
That panel, which measured
progress on education goals ranging from academic performance to
discipline in the schools, said that
only 9 percent of Kentucky stu-
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Percent of eighth-graders in public schools in 34 states and the District of
Columbia who were able to perform at the basic level in mathematics:
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dents took calculus and 17 percent
took physics in 1988.
National education experts agree
that Kentucky is a leader in school

reform, but it should not discount
the warnings in the reports.
"Kentucky is the best we've
done yet on education reform, but I

don't think it's good enough," said
Frank Newman, president of. the
Education Commission of the
States.

Man pleads guilty to second degree murder in wife's fatal stabbing
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Math Achievement Rates

Robert Sexton, executive director of the Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence, said Kentucky should not underestimate the
challenge of meeting the goals set
by the governors and
administration.
Even students in Kentucky's best
school districts are below the
notonal average on vanous measures of academic performance,
Sexton said. And some districts
graduate only half of their students.
"Perhaps these goals will serve
to remind us how big this job and
how long this job is. It's something
to keep our eyes on," he said.
The goals panel's report also
indicated that teacher training is a
problem in Kentucky. Only 46 percent of Kentucky math teachers
had a degree in their subject while
49 percent of science teachers did.
On the issue of drug and alcohol
abuse, the panel said that in 1990,
41 percent of Kentucky high school
students said they drank five or
more drinks in a row in the last 30
days, 7 percent said they used marijuana, and 4 percent said they used

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
32-year-old man who pleaded guilty to fatally stabbing his soldier
wife with a bayonet after she
returned from the Persian Gulf told
a judge that he was upset over her
decision to seek a divorce.
Keith Lee Honaker pleaded guilty Monday in U.S. District Court to
second-degree murder, which carries a maximum sentence of life in
prison, under an agreement with
the prosecutor.
He had been charged with firstdegree murder in the Feb. 14 death
of Sgt. Deborah Linn Honaker,
which could have led to the death
penalty.
Honaker also pleaded guilty to
sexually abusing his 8-year-old
daughter in January. His arrest for
that incident led to his wife's
return from Saudi Arabia, where
she was a cook for the 101st Airborne Division.
Deborah Honaker, 35, died on
Valentine's Day after being
stabbed in the chest and back at the
couple's Fort Campbell apartment.
Investigators said her husband
stabbed himself in the chest after
killing his wife.
Honaker said that on the day he
killed his wife, he went to the

apartment to talk to her about the
divorce she had filed for earlier in
the day.
After being asked to leave, he
said, he grabbed the bayonet from
a shelf near the back door to try to
force her outside to talk. He said he
had not wanted to talk to her in
front of her mother, who was also
in the apartment.
"I had no intention whatsoever
of using the knife," he said.
Honaker said that he tried to pull
his wife outside by the arm, but she
resisted and he accidentally cut her
on the arm. He said her mother
then hit him over the head with a
cable-TV box.
Speaking clearly and without

emotion, Honaker said: The next
thing I knew, I stabbed my wife.
Ste- wag trying- to get out the Mot:that's when I stabbed her in the
back.... I said, 'If I can't have you,
no one can."
When Judge Edward H. Johnstone asked if that was an accurate
account of what happened, Honaker said, "yes." But his mother-inlaw, her face flushed and her eyes
wet, shook her head and mouthed
the word, "no."
Deborah Honaker's parents, John
and Beverly Reynolds of Ferrysburg, Mich., and her brother, Warren Reynolds, a Marine staff
sergeant from Worcester, Mass.,
watched from second-row benches

Woman commits suicide in Fayette jail
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
39-year-old woman hanged herself
at the Fayette County Detention
Center, the first female inmate to
commit suicide since the facility
opened 15 years ago, according to
Jailer Ray Sabbatine.
The woman was identified by the
Fayette County coroner's office as
Cynthia Ann Cox. Her body was
found Monday by two jail guards.

Cox had been arrested Monday
night on a shoplifting charge. She
gave an alias when she was booked
at the jail, leading officials to
believe another woman had committed suicide.
Her identity was discovered after
a man thought to be the dead
woman's husband was allowed to
make a phone call and found that
his wife was at work.

as Keith Honaker spoke.
Keith Honaker, an unemployed
etvilian cook-,---h-a-s- been---irt— theMcCracken County Jail since his
release from a Nashville. Term..
hospital in Februar.
He is scheduled to be sentenced
Dec. 18.
The plea agreement is binding,
meaning Honaker cannot withdraw
his guilty plea if he does not like
the sentence imposed, said the prosecutor,- Assistant -U.S. Attorney
Hancy Jones Ill.
Deborah Honaker, who first
joined the Army in 1974, had been
stationed at Fort Campbell since
1988, when she rejoined the activeduty service after serving nine
years in the Reserve. She was
assigned to Headquarters and
Headquarters Company, 6th Battalion, 101st Aviation Regiment.
The couple had three children,
aged 11 years, 8 years and 15
months at the time of Deborah
Honaker's death.

cocaine.
And in a survey of discipline
problems, 15 percent of high
school teachers said physical abuse
was a problem in their school while
about three-fourths cited verbal
abuse, theft and vandalism as
problems.
Based on the math scores, Kentucky tied with California and
ranked 25th among 33 states and
the District of Columbia that participated in the study. Kentucky did
better than the Southeast, where
53.5 percent of eighth graders were
unable to do basic work, hut worse
than the national average of 41.8
percent lacking basic skills.
The nation's students were held
to a new standard of proficiency
that was determined by a panel of
teachers and lay people.
The standard is designed to show
how U.S. students stack up against
their competitors around the world.
It has been challenged by a team of
educators and the American Federation of Teachers, who contend it
is unreliable and could make students look worse than they are.

Company, president found guilty
of illegal campaign contributions
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A Lexington architectural firm and its
president were convicted today of making an itlegal campaign contribution in the May Democratic primary.
The conviction of E0 & Associates Inc. and President Richard
Ekhoff is the first case in an ongoing investigation of improper campaign financing.
The convictions involve a $1,000 contribution made to the campaign
of Dr. Floyd Poore by an employee of E0 & Associates.

"Where the price and Service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whittle!'
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat.
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LT. GOVERNOR
BRERETON C.
JONES
Democratic Nominee for Governor
and other Democratic Candidates for State-Wide Offices
Friday, October 4, 1991
6:30 p.m.
National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Mayfield Road
Murray, KY
Free hot dog supper with baked beans, chips & soft drinks
Drawings for prizes: (Register at door)
*Two UK basketball tickets - Rupp Arena
(row 1 directly, behind UK bench)
*MSU football and basketball tickets

EVERYONE IS INVITED!!
Paid for by Friends for Jones, Annelle S Fulmer, C P A

Treasurer

Introducing
the new "Crusader"
Reclina-Rocker recliner
from La-Z-Boy*. Featuring
all the comfort and style you
expect in a La-Z-Boys recliner
at a surprisingly low price But
hurry, with these special savings
they won't last longl

LAY-A-WAY FOR
CHRISTMAS

Tliurman's
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Letters to the Editor
Thanks for Flea Market items
Dear Editor:
,We want to express our 'appreciation to all in the commnity who
donated items shopped at our Flea Market which was held recently at the
George Weaks Community Center. It's this kind of support that makes an
effort successful. Thank you.
Verona G rogan director
Murray-Calloway Co. Senior Citizens

Time for Lion's Club Radio Auction
Dear Editor:
The time for the annual Murray Lion's Club Radio Auction is
approaching: October 8.-9- and- 10.- -This -year the-auction will-be aired on
WNBS, 1340 on your AM dial (telephone 759-1300):
We will broadcast from 6 to 9:30 each evening and the list Of goodies
fonauction is growing daily. As usual, local merchants are really supporting us with their generosity — they know what the auction means to Murray and Calloway County.
Like before, the money raised stays right here to help our own -folks.
Eye exams will he conducted, glasses bought, eye surgery performed.
diabetes diagnosed and treated — that's where the money goes. Thanks to
Chuck Shuffett. Lion Joe Pat James. and the rest of the WNBS staff, our
overhead is'-virtually -zero.. That means_ more money for those in_need.
So. Murray and Calloway County, set aside the evenings of October S.
9 and 10 for a lot of fun, some great bargains, and the knowledge that you
are helping those less fortunate. Get your Christmas shopping done early
on WNBS and feel really good about it. Thanks for supporting the Murray
Lion's Club.
Tom Tompkins, chairman
Radio Auction Committee, Murray Lions Club -

Washington Today

Bush's plans for weapons
that have long been debated

New museum exhibits American tradition
All right. I admit it. I faded
Home -Ec. in 9th *rap because •i
nevCr managed to finish the black
4gaigitt skirt and matching black
:kiid white flowered blouse I was
supposed to make. Stymied by the
intricacies of kick pleats and PCIC7
Pan collars, I gave up on SCA ing
Since then. I've never attempted
to stitch anything more compliated than a loose billion. It's
become thefamily joke and. when
my husband wants to get a rise out
of me. he says that he's going .to
get me a sewing mactine tor
Christmas so I can make rail rn
own clothes.
In light of • my non-stitching
stance. no one who knows me was
surprised that I didn't rush to Paducah last April when the Museum o!
the American Quilter's Society ftrsi
opened. But now that I've hulls
been there. no one is more surprised than I am at how much I
liked it. In fact, I find myself w ondering if a domestic klutz like 111(
cout(:t.lctually learn to quilt.
think if it could happen anywhere, it would be at this unusual
new museum.
Featuring sleek contemporary
styling and unusual stained glass
windows designed from quilts. the
Museum of the American Quilter's
Society faces the river front esplanade in downtown Paducah. "Honoring today s Quilfer is ifie

inscription reads like this; "Rest
beneatti the warmth and weight of
our hopes for the future of our
children. Dream vision of the
world at peace. Act to give the vision
The third gallery: at MAQS
Constance Alexander
proudly shows "Nineteenth Century
Leciqer & Times columnist
Quilts from Paducah Collections,"
until December II. 1991. These
'77
on over the entrance to the the traditional squares and tight 'splendid and historic pieces were
and the museum's perma- geometric' patterns often associated loaned to the museum by ten Paduncni .iollection reflects that com- with quilting.
cah residents. One of the most
mitment. At present. they own 94
The traditional quilts in the con- interesting is "Princess Feather
original ''quilts, the , oldest from temporay collection arc no less.. with Oak Leaves," made around
190.
impressive, however, with their' 1850 k Mahulda Mize. a slave on
With three spacious galliries, the elegant craftsmanship and intricate an estate in Clay City. She was 18
when she made it.
Vl,:sei,rn of the American Quilter's designs.
Beside: the three exhibits curSosilo.ts
For those who think quilting is
better known as MAQS
pronounced "Max") — displays strictly for the housebound, the rentlyi-_ on display. MAQS also
about 200 pieces. at once. Current- current exhibit entitled "In offers a full schedule of classes and
ly. [hes:central gallery contains Response to Their World: Quilts by: talks about quilting. as well as quilt
award-winning quilts from the Contemporary Quiltmakers" dis- appraisals. .
annual American Quilter's Society plays a social awareness- and ac.tiv The Museum of the American
ism not usually connected with the
Quitters' Society is open from 10
During the. April celebration of ancient art of quilimaking.
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
a total of _555,000 in prize
"The National Peace Quilt" of
inimey goes to four top awards the Boise Peace Project is one of -Salt-kr-day. It- IS-erdsed Sundays anT
each. as well as first, second and the most compelling on display. Mondays, plus New Year's Day,
third place in each of the twelve Thevliciuilt contains one square for Christmas Day and Thanksgiving.
Admission is 53 for adults and 52
entry categories.
each state, with each based on
One of the most eye-catching of children's drawings. and each a for students. Group rates are
available.
the best of show quilts on display different plea for peace.
is "Corona 11: Solar Eclipse" by
With the inscription, "Rest,
Forladditional information write
Bryer Fallert. With bold
Dream & Act." all 100 senators are to the museum at 215 Jefferson
irls of blue, black and purple asked to spend one night beneath Street on the 1-11 Loop. Paducah,
.17.d brilliant flashes of fire, the the quilt before it is placed in the KY 4211111 The telepbone number
.pe.:e is a dramatic departure from Smithsonian. The rest of the is 510-441 -8856.
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By WALTER R. MEARS
An Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — With his 'just do it" arms control plan, President
Bush is eliminating U.S. tactical nuclear weapons that have stirred political and diplomatic disputes for years — and hoping for matching cuts that
would help keep the Soviet arsenal under central control..
Unilateral, if partial, nuclear disarmament is a preemptive move against
the prospect of a Soviet Union disbanded into nation states. at least four
of which could have battlefield nuclear weapons.
/ Arms negotiations with Moscow have been a laborious, years-long pro• cess. lt took nine years to negotiate the 1991 Strategic Arms Reduction
Treaty, which hasn't yet been ratified. and would be phased into full
effect over an additional seven years.
Time frames like those are pointless now, given the headlong _pace of
change in the Soviet Union.
That new reality prompted the drastic nuclear overhaul Bush announced
Friday night, including the sort of steps Republicans used to dismiss as
unilateral disarmament when Democrats propoted them.
Two years ago, with the Iron Curtain cracking but not yet down, the
administration wanted to modernize NATO's short-range nuclear missiles.
a move' resisted by West Germany. where most of them were based.
Bush yielded and agreed to put the whole question off untll 1992.
Now there is one Germany. The old Soviet military alliance has vanished, yielding to fledgling democracies. And that leaves tactical missiles
aimed. at repelling an eastern invasion that is no longer a practical
possibility.
NATO was planning to seek negotiations for the elimination of battlefield nuclear weapons in Europe. But Bush said that would take too long.
The U.S. weapons Outlasted their targets. So thepresident is eliminating them and ordering a standdown from alert status — while maintaining
a force of airborne tactical nuclear weapons.
The Soviet arsenal is estimated at about 12,000 battlefield nuclear weapons. including artillery shells, short-range missiles, air defense warheads
and nuclear latid mines. That's well over double the number estimated to
be affected by Bush's decision on U.S. tactical weapons.
"My first question to President Bush was: 'Is this a unilateral reduction?" Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev said in a Moscow television interview. "His answer was yes. But in his letter and in our conversation. the president emphasized that the 1;nited States urges us to
reciprocate."
The emphasis is on the latter.
"The real urgency is not our weapons." Paul Wolfowitz, undersecretary of defense, said in a CNN interview Sunday. "The real urgency is
their weapons because you have a country that is starting to break apart, a
country that faces potential enormous political problems in the:future."
The size, mobility and sheer numbers of tactical nuclear weapons have
sometimes made the question of controlling their possible use a matter of
U.S. political debate.
In Moscow, the newspaper Pravda said the U.S. administration seems
"deeply concerned about the reliability. of Soviet control over its nt:cle,!r
arsenal.''
That fits the instant arins control plan in which Bush is writing off
land-and sea-based tactical weapons the administration deems no longer
necessary. and urging that the Soviets match the United States k destroy mg their ground-launched battlefield nuclear weapons.
The Soviet government isn't precluding matching cutbacks. but
hasn't ordered them. A top Kremlin diplomat Is due in Washington soon
to discuss the situation.
Brent Scowcroft, Bush's national security adviser, said negotiations on
short-range weapons could have taken years. Instead, he said. the president decided to tell Moscow:
"We want to get rid of ours, You get rid of yours. Let's just do it
Bush also urged that remaining Soviet nuclear weapons he consolidated
at central locations. That - also could help to keep them under central
control.
"1 have always been quite satisfied that the Soviet Union. through the
Leiner. exercised very good control over their nuclear weapons ... with
Nspect to strategic systems," Gen. Colin Powell, chairman of the Joint
Chiels of Staff, said Friday.
"Obviously, tactical nuclear systems are a. little more difficult to categorize that way, but I ... am reasonably satisfied that the Soviets are as
concerned as we are over these kinds of weapons and how they have to be
controlled"
Scrapping them certainly would do it.

Guns N'Roses

the bandfrom Hell

The government of singapore
last week banned the new double
album by the American hard-rocx
band. Guns N'Roses, called 'Use
Your Illusion I and IL" I've never
been to Singapore, but it appear,
they know something we in the
United States have forgotten. The,
know obscenity when they: sec .t
and are not afraid to try to stern
flow.
David Geffen, president ot
label that records Guns N'Roscs
said of the advance sale of Mort:
than four million copies, "When
you give the people what trIc
want, they'll show up in droves." A
fine epitaph for a generation: (11‘t:
them what they want, not what the
need. The social problems that confront us are a result of too many
wants fulfilled and too many ricd,
unmet. /
The album is so lull of profanities and vulgarities taht the hand
requested a parental advisory label
be affixed to the cover. The warning label could use a warning label
It says, "This album contains Ian
guage some listeners may find
objectionable. They can 1--- off arti
buy something from the New Age
section."
It gets worse, as difficult as that
may be to comprehend. If there is

entertainment for the damned in
Hell, Guns, N'Roses will be vying
for ;cad hiliRflg.
Axl Rose. the foul-mouthed'lead
-singer" even calls his mother by a
,exual epithet that only pornorjaphic magazines and Rolling
'- tone magazine would print.
In its review of the albums, Rolltone (which prints more than
a few' of the recorded epithets) sees
k.yrind the hand's "thousand points
: spite- to a core political messge yhieh. we arc told, "however:
]•.i.lelensifile at times, is_emblemaL ol a greater adolescent cancer:
at. almost total loss of hope compounded by blind, impotent rage
the perverted Reagan-Bush
ii,ot Ally in which the actual cloth
the Stars and Stripes is deemed
than the freedorn and
Linatnis tor which it ,,stands."
hc s quite a politic:at load to
lay on teenagers, many of whomc,

given their appalling SAT scores,
may not know much about Reagan
or Bush.
Why do so many young people
listen to this swill? Why aren't
they listening to something more
uplifting?
Music critic Al Menconi thinks
he reason is the separation many
children feel from their parents.
Menconi says rock stars like Guns
N'Roses meet three of children's
basic needs. • First, rock stars provide unlimited time. They never tell teens to
come back when they're not busy.
They never say they're too tired to
sing. They never make young people feel unimportant.
Second, says Menconi. rock stars
offer complete, unqualified acceptance. They never criticize ihe
teenager.. They never embarrass
him in front of his friends. They
never require him to pick up his

clothes. sit up straight, do his
homework, etc. They accept him
just as he is.
Third, rock stars understand.
Typically, says Menconi, rock stars
la our children, "You are a sexual
being. You need to explore your
sexuality. Your parents are out of
touch, they don't understand your
problems like I do."
The reason kids listen to these
lies is that rock stars have built up
a lifetime of trust among teenagers.
Too many of us are too busy or put
other interests first. Just as Axl
Rose once said, "Rock music was
my best friend when I was growing
flow had IN Guns N'Roses? Ask
former drummer Steven Adler. He
filed a lawsuit last Juls claiming he
was fired from the band because he
stopped using heroin. Banning a record, as Singapore
has done, is a short-term solution
to a more far-reaching problem. It
does nothing to address the alienation many young people feel from
their parents and from their culture.
We parents can try our own censor- ship game. hi', we would be more
effective if we •pent more time trying to understand and communicate
sith our children. If we don't, it's
obvious someone else is ready and
willing to do the job lor us.
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World editorial roundup
Sept. 19; Portsmouth (Ohio) Dui1v Times:
We have come to accept the
Senate confirmation hearings 1or
presidential appointments have hcLori,_ 1:resistible opportunities for political grandstanding.
Ever since the Watergate ttearing projected Sam Ervin Irom relative
obscurity to "grand or man" promincte politicians have perceived that
their penetrating interrogation and t woLind pronouncements - on
,s l:
themselves to the American
national tele,yision, no. less
:
people. ...
And if Sam Ervin did North taroi,;i., tedii iii 19i.. Howard Metzen-:q9!
baum is an embarrassment to Ohio
Pof,er! Gates mast provide
We agree that CIA
•

answers to the Senate intelligence Committee on his role, or lack thereof,
in the Iran-Contra affair. We can even accept Metzenbaum's strident
• skepticism over Gates' contention that lasluti,tw arc of the diversion of
funds to the Contra rebels. ...
But then Ohio's senior senator said, You came up through the ranks
of the CIA as an analyStwhose expertise is in Sovietology. In today's
world, that may have the equivalent currency of a U.N. interpreter specializing in Latin --- intellectually fascinating hut all but useless in a practical sense."
We arc astounded that a United States senator - a senior member of
the intelligence committee ,---- would'declare that expertise on the Soviet
Union is suddenly obsolete.
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Damara Lanier, Kids' Co. aide, gives Robertson Elementary students
Kandace Howard and Teneill Elliot and extra hug.
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Mary Gail Johnson's kindergarten students'at Robertson Elementary,
and art teacher Jacquie Farrell, watch as Fel Oliver shows them how
to paint some Chinese cVaracters. Robertsda-students visited the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery at Murray State University to see an exhibition entitled "Tigers and Eagles of Dr. Wu," and followed up by doing
thrown Chinese scroll paintings.

01•11011.

Bohannon is presenting a television box depicting, ten
-Cujo” by Steppen King as part of a book project.
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Abb.—
Murray City Schools Kids' Co. students Amanda Sullivan and Aaron
Herndon are ready for a spin on the merry-go-round.

During a study of the letter "r, Robertson Elementary children had
a great time with pudding paint. They had almost as much fun on
their faces as they did on their paper. Pictured are: Zacharv Dav is.
Artasia Harris, and parent volunteer Cindy Trenholm.

Calli4dy County Middle- School seventh grade students that 1raoeled
to Nlemphis, Tenn. for the Catherine the Great art exhibit at the
Memphis Cook Convention Center werl:(Front row, from left) Justin
Page. Jon Shekel', April Green, Deborah Green, T.J. Lnderhill, Anna
Wore, Misti Mason, Tonya Morgan, April Webb, and lXrist
field. 'Second row) Samantha Puckett, David Kisseck. janli
Jaye Martin, Saresa Casey, Tara Whitfield, Davin Tabors. fir, oke
Darnell. Susan Green, Michelle Crouse, Mrs. Betty Lyon; ant: i7..nct.
Fowler. 1Third row) Tommy Wyatt and Catherine Rife%.
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. NIrs, Gail DeMoss came to Mrs. Linda DeVoss' psychology class and
talked about self esteem and give out self esteem packets. The packets
had a saying about self esteem for each day. Mrs. DeMoss is a social
work intern at Calloway County High School this year.
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Microscopes are making learning fun for these fourth graders in Mrs.
Walker's class at Southwest Elementary School. (Front row, from
left) Kristin Suiter and Miriam Rogers and (back row) Benjamin
Arnett and Micah Morris are observing different kinds of cells. The
study of cells is part of the Growing Healthy Curriculum used for 12
weeks each year.

Officer Jack Kendall is pictured with students (left to right) Jason
Myrand, Shelby Kirks, and Amy Wolford after the Safety Program
presentation given by Kendall and officer Melodic Jones at Fast Calloway Elementary School. The students are in Mrs. Marjorie (;rady.
Mrs. Debbra Puckett and Mrs. Janice Rose's kindergarten carooms. The officers reinforced safety lessons on calling 911. buckling
your seat belts, staying away from strangers and reporting problcms
to an adult.
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Mrs. Janice Rose's kindergarten students (left to right) Michelie .Jar•
xis.yincent Brenner, Becky Bishop and Brook Deines are wo: sin
with Mrs. Amy Nelson, parent volunteer, on learning their nu:Ti.w..
in this group session they are counting the number of pieces i,1 •2.1.11
puzzle and then working the puzzles as they discuss colorS. •t)iars,
size, and positions (in, out, top, bottom, left, right.)
likc
NIrs. ie!son help the children to have more indisidual
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Students in Mrs. Walker's fourth grade class at Southwest Elementary are learning math skills using manipulatives from the new MacMillan Math Series. Students enjoy working in cooperative learning
groups to mas(er-liew concepts.
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Calloway County Middle School severith grades TNT studolt, hurrliA
their "I Cant's" in order to take on a more positive attitude far the
1991-92 school year. Pictured are: Sherean Newhard, front, and ;bac;,
row, from left) Karla Blakely, Bernie Carbaugh.(imee
Humphrey, Matt Roberts, Brad Wilson, Chris McNeely. Fsther Ti
and Christina Lowe.,
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John Gore, a fifth grade student in Mrs. Humphries class at North
Calloway Elementary, is assisting his father, Max Gore. Mr. Gore
explained and demonstrated with charts and tools his oork at Briggs
and Stratton. Also pictured are: (front row) Adam Ragsdale (middle
row) Cielita Stubblefield and Day id Todd.

Austrian students.Alexia Schempp, left, and Esther Diir were guests
in Honors II English classes and participated in a"get iikquairtcd
activity before sharing writing assignments.

John Shuler Quertermous, age two and a half, explores :N.'
dinosaurs at Murray Montessori Center.
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Hospital reports released
On newlvi-n admission and dismissals at Murray -Calloway Counts Hospitai tor Friday, Se
27,
!Iii7; released 'as fcffws
Newborn admission
_
rs•r-e baby boy parents Theresa
3no Steyen/ 1285 Kings Chapel Rd
Dismissals
Mrs Myrtle Blakemore 2 Anderson
0• lpar,s Tenn Mrs Lillie Bullock
' Box 398, Wingo
M5 Glenda Carney, 519 N RochesRo Ac 10 Clawson Mich Ms
-,emc•e Garrett West View Nursing
Home Murray
Gene Geurir 104 North 18th St
Mu.ray Har,y Haneline Rt 1 Box
282 Parm!ncTor
Mrs Creoia Hurt West View Nutsn HD^..,e Murray Mrs Myrtle Hutson
C-.c•st,',:t St_ Murray,
•
Sam and baby girl Rt 3
:Thmr:te^ Tern Miss Tittany
2 Murray.
Da-oe Me P 0 Box 153
Sandy "em n Mrs Lori Duncan
aoxboy Rt 3 Box 282E
•

M.c'e
' Ti•

bab

oarents Faye
Box 22 CacLz
Dismissals
itYL:itter• 309 Nofth
S•xth St Murray Mrs Myrtle Jones
!IC' County Ct Dr Murray,
M's Lorena McCuan Rt 1, Box
122 Sedalia Mrs Mary E Parrish
137 C.,ark St Murray
Sam Puckett P 0 Box 82. Dexter.
-Moms and baby girl .1805
Mrs
a•-•:. A ••,.am

Three newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray -Calloway Counts Hospital
for Sunday. Sept. 20. 'base been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
'Scott bay bey. parents Lor! and
David Rt 2. Box 86-A. Hickory,
Penney baby girl. parents Vicky
ano Darre Rt 1 Box 485 Calvert

newborn admissions and
s7Issals at Murray-Calloway
.
Hospital for Saturday. Sept.
. nJvc been released as follows:
-Newborn admissions-McClure baby girl, parents, Gaye
• Mark. Ri 2 Box 109B, Hazel

Henson, baby g,r1 mother k•a•
Garland Rt 1 Box 206. Hard,n
Dismissals
Mrs 'rene Lawson. P C Box 646
Ca;yert C•ty Mzs Louise
3, Box 342-C Murra 7!-Icr;,s3t
_
Mrs MabeLDatroll. _RL
goTt
Murray Lelor Burton. Rt 1 Box 98
Puryear, Tenn Jack Orval Coleman
Pt 1 Box 714. Dexter.
Mrs Theresa J Mitchel and baby

b;"- . • P o Sox 205 12E5 K!,gs Cape
Pc Caci.2 Mrs Flora Ann Tnweatt
R: 8. Box 383 Benton,
Mrs. Loredia Morris, Rt 1, Box '206
Grand Rivers. Miss Vickey Diane Evert
anc baby boy R: 9. Box 575 Benton'
Expiration
Mrs NeT
52-2 So•,:F
Seventh St .
1

CALENDAR
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• Tuesday, Oct. 1
Bea Vx alker Group of First Bap:.s: Church Women,7 p.m./home of
.Mildred Horn.

Tuesday; Oct. I
Kentudty Barkley Bass n Gals p.m.lowe's Restaurant.

National Scouting INIuseum/open
Sunday

Workers'
p.m ,Grace Baptist

School

Training '7
cnurct.

9 a.m.-4:3(
i p.m.
Ji

AA and A-lonfg p.m./American

St. Leo jeatholic Church events
irttitte Education Commme..;`5
Lade'

Legion Hall. South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

First Baptist Church k..ver:,
include W NIL' general meeting
a.m. and Praisel6
Community Improvement
Volunteers14:30 p.m./Chamber of

Bitg Howe
3ack-To-Basics Desib

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

P C

College Farm Rd . Apt A Murray

Ms Cynthia Harvey and baby boy
• •,7•4 nc•o•r St Paris, Tenn . Mrs
..:arice Newton, HC 150 New
2onocro
Roo Me Norma_n, 1621 Far:
• Ae Murray Mrs_
Haysien
boy, 1204 College Cis
a'
1.0
M's Bertha P Overcast
2 Box
:-..;year, Tenn Miss Tannette
23 Rveria Cts Murray

JO'S DATEBOOK

hat boy, payents
ano. i'rark ‘-W!cla[e Apts

The Blood River Baptist Association will have its annual meeting on
Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 7 and 8, according to the Rev. Terry M. Sills,
director of missions for the association. The first session will be at 7 p.m.
Monday at Hardin Baptist Church. On Tuesday sessions will be at 9:30
a.m. at Benton First Church and at 7 p.m. at Locust Grove Baptist Church
in Calloway County. The association is composed of Southern Baptist
churches in Calloway and Marshall Counties.

r‘

General UMW meeting Wednesday
Amvets Aux-iliary -Post 45 ladies. responsible fur _the HawaiianL u_au_
are. from left, Carolyn Doyle, Marcie Tate, Christine Bailey, Shirley
Critelli, Madalene Bankes, Jeanne Paschall, Glenda Bucy and Cheryl
Bankes.

Hazvaiian l'hau held
Most all the Amveis wore aloha
shirts. Their auxiliary lady was
dressed to match with sarong skirt
and • top. Some ladies wore muumuu dresses while others were

By _GLOMK:r2REEN
Arnyets Auxiliary Reporter

Amvets Auxiliary Post 45 recently hosted, a fundraiser, an
grass skirts. Most all wore flowers
Hawaiian Luau at the Post home at
irr their hair with matching
Paris Landing, Tenn.
bracelets and ankle leis to match.
We v.ere honored by the preSue Givens was the winner of
'our
statepresident.
Yvonsence of
ne Weese from Post 90, Decatur, the hula contest. Sandy Taylor won
Tenn.; our state first vice. president_ _bvest dressed female__ Ed (Tiny:1
Bonnie Eskew from Post 56, Spar- Covington won hest dressed male.
President Bonnie Scott says
ta. 1,nn.: and our own state third
"This is the biggest night ever. We
vice president. Bonnie Scott.
The post was decorated through- really did good. It was a success."
A big hats off and thank. you
out with Hawaiian polynesian
decor with aloha greeting in several goes to Madaline Bankes ind her
committee composed of Carolyn
places.
,
Doyle Cheryl Bankes.Marcie
table. was, a thjn& of.healklY
Tate. Christine Baley, Jeanne Pasunit a long row of tables covered
in Hawaiian polynesian dishes cen- chall, Glenda Bucy, and
Angelelene Gardner. These are the
tered around a roast pig. They were
all delicious and unusual. The edi- ladies that carried- the heavy load.
Thanks to all who participattd in
ble bread basket holding Hawaiian
bread was beautiful. The beverages any way and to those that helped
decorated and brought dishes of
were great.
Celebration was in the air. We vegetables, fruit or desserts. Also a
were all given a lei at the door. special thanks to all that came.

Wheatley will be speaker
The Rev. Dossie F. Wheatley'
will be the guest speaker at a revi-

Wheatley/ was ordained elder and

753-3321

December 12, 1991
mound Trip Deluxe Motorcoach from
Murray to Nashville
'Admission to Cheekwood Christmas Lights
and Art Gallery
•Rivergate Mall for Christmas Shopping

The Rev. and Mrs. Jack R.
Doom of Mayfield celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Sept. 29.
A reception, hosted by their
children, was at High Point Baptist
Church, Mayfield.
The Rev. and Mrs. Doom were
married Sypt. 27, 1941,:by the Rev.
Charles Ff. Gale at Charleston. Mo.
Their attendants were Perna
Thompson Warford and the late
Noble Thompson.
Mrs. Doom, the former Dortlfa

Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, Oct. 2, at 12 noon at
Sirloin Stockade. All members and interested persons are urged and invited
to attend, a club spokesperson said.

received into full membership in
1964. He is a graduate of Bethel
College and Cumberland Presbyterial Theological Seminary.

Shemwell, is the daughter of the
late Byron and Rhoda Shemwell.
Rev. Doom is the son of the late
Henyv- and Georgia Doom. He is
now pastor of Kirbyton Baptist
Church.
Their children are Shirley A.
Woods of Nesbit, Miss., Jackie S.
Trimble of Hardin, Kathy Larkinof of Clinton. Mark A. Doom of
Benton and Matthew A. Doom of
Georgetown.
They have 10 grandchildren and
to great-grandchildren.
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Division unit reunion planned

Recover:
Fifty years ago the 35th Division was moblized and sent to Camp Robin-sort, tithe Rock, -Ark. Returning from' the LouisianaManeuvers on-(kt.
1941, a parade was held involving 8,000 troops. Over 50,000 viewed the
parade. Three bands played the national anthem and then had a jam and
hive session. Thisfretqfar, 1991, marks the 50th year mobi4ation in Little
Rock, All 35th division men are encouraged to come and renew old friendships and join in the celebration of their 50th anniversary with the 35th Division Association's 74th annual reunion on Oct. 3, 4, 5 and 6 at Little Rock.
For more information contact: 35th Division Association, P.O. Box 5004,
Topeka, Kan, 66605.
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State CCC Alumni event planned
Kentucky's CCC Alumni, former members of the old Civilian Conservation
Corps, will hold their 13th annual reunion Oct. 4, 5 and 6 at Cumberland
Falls State Resort Park, built by CCC enrollees on State Road 90 near Corbin. All former members or their widows and personnel of any CCC camps,
r6gardless in which state they served, are invited, along with their families
and friends to attend the reunion. The CCC of 1933-42 provided work for
unemployed youth. They fought fires, planted trees, built roads, dams, trails,
parks and many projects that are used by the public today. Eighty-three
camps were located throughout Kentucky performing various tasks. A camp
was located in Murray. The camp was in the area south of Sycamore Street,
and their labor was used on nearby farms in farm land improvement. For
additional information, contact Delbert Honchul, Rt. 2, Box .215, Murray, Ky.
42071, phone 753-7548; or Steve Kickert, park naturalist, Cumberland Falls
State Resort Park, Corbin, Ky. 40701. For reservations call the park tollfree, 1-800-325-0063 and ask for the reunion rates.

Teeter for Tots planned

Rev. Dossie F. Wheatley
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A Canasta Group meets each first and third Wednesday at Weaks Center. The play will start at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 2. This is open to all
interested senior citizens. For information call 753-0929.

A Quilting Workshop on 'Pieced Background Applique," sponsored by
Quilt Lovers Club, will be Saturday, Oct. 5, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Karen Riggins of Lexington will conduct the
workshop. All club members may participate without charge. For nonmembers interested in taking the workshop, the fee will be $25. Those
attending should bring a pencil and sharpener, rubber eraser, colored pencils optional, several sheets of plain paper for drawing on, pictures of flowers and leaves, trees with garden catalogs a good resource and Dover
books such of Treasury of Flower Designs by Susan Gaber, scissors, several small pieces of green and flower colors in light, medium and dark fabric,
freezer paper, permanent ink extra fine point marker, iron and pad, and
sewing kit. For information call Edith Moore, workshop chairman, 435-4380,
or Geneva Giles, president. 753-6557.

Couple married 50 years

NASHVILLE
GETAWAY

Canasta play Wednesday

Quilting Workshop Saturday

II

Confer

The United Methodist Women of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will meet Wednesday. Oct. 2, at 7 p.m. at the church. The guest
speaker will be fromtle Life House, the local pregnancy crisis center. At the
district meeting in McKenzie, Tenn., the UMW received recognition for its
efforts in membership development. All women are welcome to be a part of
the UMW.

1

val at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodlst Church starting Sunday.
Commerce building.
.
Oct. 6. and continuing through
Kappa Department of Murray' Wednesday, Oct. 9.
,
Services will be at 7 p.m. nightWoman's Clubilty30 p.m./club
house.
ly. Special music and a nursery
(.(A,D COOkING...AND A GOOD CAISF—
will be provided nightly.
rnr.nth. rrrr. ,st.ophy for your free "Samphng of
.• '.c. bas•,;,
" COuithntli And, if you order the
Cancer 'Support Group/3
Rev. Wheatley is currently in his
704,page cookok, half the cover price p.m./Muri-ay-Calloluay
Co-u-nty fourth year as the superintendent of.
IY.r!-A,'the Des1),7 irdustrics Fourtdatior.
the Brownsville, Tenn., District of
Hospital.:
the United ,Methodist Church
(U MC).
Bingo gamesiKC Building,'7
Prior to this, he pastored churches, in western Tennessee and
(Cont'd on page 7)
Kentucky, including the Lynn
Grove-Goshen UMC from
1967-1971.
A native of Big Sandy, Tenn..
„
Rev. Wheatley is married to the
former Nancy Underwood of
.aleiwong
Puryear, Tenn. They have three
children and five grandchildren.
Te3V
Ordained as a deacon of the
Memphis Conference in 1962, Rev.
Paint & Decorating Center
Souths.cro Sax..

He is 1
Phyllis F1
He is the
Adams an
and of Mi
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of S1,00(
this year.
Only fi
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The annual 'Teeter for,, Tots' for underprivileged children of Murray and
Calloway County will start at 12 noon on Friday, Oct. 18, and continue until
12 noon on Saturday, Oct. 19. This will be by members of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority at their house at 203 North 16th St., Murray. The members will
rock for donations. Persons wishing to contribute to the special fund may
mail their donations to Brooke Ranes, assistant treasurer, 6624 Elizabeth
Hall, Murray State University, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Artists' showing starts Oct. 6
Paducah Alliance Painters Association will have a preview showing of
area artists starting Sunday, Oct. 6, and continuing through Tuesday, Oct.
29, at the 13th Street Station Gallery, Paducah. A reception will be Sunday,
Oct. 6, from 2 to 4 p.m. Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily. The general public, families and supporters of the arts are welcome. PAPA was
formed in April 1991 to encourage area artists, both amateur and professional, a gallery spokesperson said.

Homecoming dinner-dance planned
Murray Country Club is planning its annual Murray State University
Homecoming Dinner and Dance on Saturday, Oct. 12. Dinner will be served
from 7 to 8 p.m. with the dance to follow. Reservations should be made by
Thursday, Octr. 10, by calling 753-6113.
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Rummage sale scheduled
A special Rummage Sale and Auction will be Saturday, Oct. 5,
at Trinity
Baptist Church, 3900 Lafayette Rd., Hopkinsville. The sale will be
a.m. to 1 p.m. with auction scheduled to start at 2 p.m. Hot dogs,from 8
goods, beverages, etc., will also be on sale. This is to raise funds for baked
special
projects of the church.
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DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

Cost Per Person

A deposit of $10 per person to hold seat Final
payment is due House Travel by November 20, 1991.
The price is based on 46 passengers, if the count
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drops the price is subject to change

5 Oceanfront Hotels
Rated ••• Excellent by
Ask about out
• Recreation Progrdm
• Cx0l4 8. Honeymoon

Packages

1-800-874-7420
1-800-634-4903
1304 Chestnut St.
502-759-1074
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Overeaters on Wednesday
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Oceans Eleven Resorts
Avenue Daytona Bear), Snores 11.32118
2025 Soutri

Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, Oct. 2, at Ellis
Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr. The beginners will meet at 5:15 p.m. with
the regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. This is open to all interested persons.
Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of
life who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There
are no duiis, no fees, no weigh -ins, and no diets

Amanda Kay Lee born
Mr. and Mrs. David Lee of At. 6, Box 105, Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Amanda Kay, weighing seven pounds seven ounces, measuring
20 inches, born on Thursday, Sept. 19, at 7.42 a m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Jennifer Todd They have one
son, Brian, 2. Grandparents are Steve and Ina Todd, At. 6, Murray, Jean
Lee, Dexter, and Tommy Lee, Mayfield. Great-grandparents are Garvis Lee
of Benton and Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Todd. Murray.
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Thetas hear musical promm

Furgerson named for book
Adam W. Furgerson has been
notified that his biography has been
accepted for publication in the special 25th silver anniversary edition
of Who's Who Among' American
High School Students.
Furgcrson is a junior at Calloway County High School where he /
is a member of the Academic
Team, Soccer Team and Baseball'
;Team.
He is the son of Byron J. and
Phyllis Furgerson;Rt. 7, Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Katie
Adams and the late Garnett Adams
and of Mrs. Incll Furgerson and the
late Wesley B. Furgerson.
Furgerson is now eligible to
compete for,one of 75 scholarships
of S1,000 which will be awarded
Adam W. Furgerson
this year.
Only five percent of the students schools are honored in Who's Who
from the nation's 22,000 high each year.
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(Cont'd from page 6)
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Tuesday, Oct. I
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/6:30 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.

Singles Organizational Society/7
p.mdcwitcuoreammercrimiti., _ Bible Classes/7 .m../University
- ---------_-___
ing. Info/Pamela/753-7638 or Church --ortfifiS-I.
Jeanne/75,-0224.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Gleirdale
Road Church of Christ.
Murray TOPS/7 p.m./Southside
Info/
Room.Community
Manor
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
759-.9964.
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Administration of GED Test/8
Cross
p.m./Red
Recovery
Inc./7
and Testing Cena.m./Counseling
office, Mayfield. Info/I-247-5469.
ter, Ordway Hall, Murray State
University. Info/762-6851.
Wednesday, Oct. 2
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
Murray High School Golf Team
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
hosts Fulton City and CallowayWeaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 County.
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
First United Methodist Church
include Covenant Prayer
events
Calloway -County Puhlie.-Library
a.m.; Bell rrioir/4' p.m.;
Group/10
Board/4:30 p.m.
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Finance
Committee/6:30 p.m.; AdministraLBL events include Planetarium
tive Board and Chancel Choir/7:30
Show/2 p.m./GPVC; Tobacco FirPAM
ing and Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace-I850;
Ftrst Baptist Church events
Coyotes and Wolves/2:30
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.; Fel11111-/WNC.
lowship supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting,
Bereavement Support Groun/9:30
Kltymata and Children's
Floor/
Office,
3rd
.m./Hospice
nlvturray-Calloway County Hospital. Choirs/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
Info/762-1389.
Health Express/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Bank of Fancy
Farm/9-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-2:30
p.m.
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Wednesday, Oct. 2
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5: 15 p.m. and
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.

Murray Country Club Ladies
Golf Play/9:30- a.m.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Youth, Adult and College-Career
Bible Study/7 p.m.; Sunday School
Workers' Training/8 p.m.

Oaks Country Club Ladies Golf
Play and bridge/9:30 a.m.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include potluck supper/6 p.m.; revival service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/8 p.m.

Calloway County Public Library
events will include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story Hour/10:30
a.m.

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Midweek Bible Study.
Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friqds/7 p.m.

Civitans plan
regular meeting
The Murray Civitian Club will
meet Thursday, Oct. 3, at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Restaurant. This will be
the first meeting of the 1991-92
Civitan year.
Dr. Willis Johnson will assume
the office of president at this event.
His fellow officers are Wayne
Williams, president elect; John
Emerson, secretary; Lilly Williams.
treasurer; Hoyt Roberts, sergeant at
arms:, M.T. Robertson and Larry
Dunn, chaplains; L.A. Jones, Prentice Dunn and Relmon Wilson,
directors.
President Johnson will present
the 1991-92 programs for Murray
Civitans. Interested persons are
always welcome to attend.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
TUCK r CABoME I FOR ROMER RE SC,R I

Westside Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
First ChriSian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/I2
noon/Pagliai's; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:15 p.m./Ridley's
Farms; Chancel Choir/7 P.m.

By

Mincv Apperson

After 30 years of covering the rent from successful Murray busiWhite House for United Press ness people. She says some may
International, Kentucky-born Helen have nicer offices, wear nicer
Thomas admits she's tired, but clothes and drive nicer cars, but
they all got to where they are today
never bored.
70, she has outlasted six pres- the same way — hard work.
She does vow that Nashville
idents and shows no signs of slowtraffic,
on the other hand, is
Television
ing down or of retiring.
viewers know her as the dark- another story.
• • • •
haired reporter who closes coresFormer Murray State University
idential news conferences with the
familiar, "Thank you, Mr. Presi- dance instructor, Karen Balzer. is
now the Artistic Director of the
-dent." Helen Thomas was reporting
from the White House long before newly formed Jackson Purchase
Dance Troupe, serving all the
television made her famous.
Helen jokes that being nosy is counties in the Jackson Purchase.
Margie Shown, standing, soloist, and Lilay. seated, accompank;
She recently led two workshops
what has kept her on the job for so
presented a special musicial program at thwopening meeting of the
long. Other people have AO wait to in Mayfield and Murray. The
club year of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club on
find out the news; "we know it dancers who participated will be
Monday, Sept. 16, at the club house. Mrs. Shown sang three selection,
,
the dancers to become the
now," she says.
with Mrs. Ray as accompanist. They were introduced by Anna Mae
Whenever she can she gets back "Troupe" and go into rehearsals in
Thurman,
'.ice chairman: Mary Ann Russell, chairman, presided.
October,eand November as part of
to Kentucky.
given by Mary Belle Jones, secretary, and Ann Page.
were
Reports
Hobbit,"
which
the staging of "The
Her cousin, Michael Rowady, a
treasurer. A salad supper was served with Martha Guier, Susan ied
will be _presented in Mayfield on
Winchester lawyer, says she really
and Maxine Scott as hostesses. Twenty-three members were present.
Dec. 6,17 and 8.
loves Kentucky. He describes her
-41S- geat_"brain,picicer" B says.41... The laciatur
Troupe has an Executive Council
she likes to know what's going on
in the hinterland.
who does the work, and they are
forming a Board, which will meet
Lucy Winchester, now Mrs.
Edward T. Breathitt of Lexington, one or two times a year for general
Mikulcik was one of 96 tUdents
Kenneth Mikulcik of Murray has
information and membership. A been named a scholarship recipient presented Alumni 1 scholarships.
was first lady Pat Nixon's social
member-at-large board is also at University of Missouri-Rolla,
secretary when she met. Helen
He is the son of Dr. and Mrs.
being formed.
Thomas.
John D. Mikulcik of Murray. •
Rolla, Mo.
Rita McKee!, Glenda Gallimore,
Lucy says, "She's tough and
Ted Dotson. Bill Phillips and Vicki
she's fair. She bothers to find out
whether things are true before she
Griffin are EXeCiitiVe —COVritilprints them."
Members.
Lucy says Helen and Pat Nixon
For- more information contact
had a mutual :admiration for each
Karen Balzer, artistic director, at
other. Helen says if the former
753-0396.
Exterior Stains
President had listened to his wife,
• • • •
maybe he would not have wound
A new book, Triumph In the
Off Gal.
up "resigning in disgrace."
Desert, with text by Peter David is
Helen's sense of humor has gota- handsome volume with-imposing
rt,n
ten her through occasional awkcredits; Edited by two ex-Time Inc.
ward situations, such as the evenmanaging editors, Ray Cave and
AZZI/
MINTS
ing she wore the same dress to a
Pat Ryan; foreword by Gen. Colin
759-4979
L. Powell; text by Peter David.
state dinner as first lady Jackie
306 Main St.
Kennedy, though Thomas' was an
international editor of the
off-the-rack imitation. Or the time
"Economist."
President Johnson handed her a
The subtitle of the book is "The
BIG KAHUNA HAIR HUT
Natural Colour COsmetics
Challenge rhe Fighting The Legacomb, saying, "You're a mess."
Helen Thomas' creed could be. cy — A Commemorative Photo
Derived From
"I don't fly under any false colors."
History of the Gulf War.
Pure Plant and
They know "I'm a repOrter."
Half of the book's profits are
•
• •
going to the American Red Cross
Flower Essences
Gulf Crisis Fund. This_book is a,
Another closer to home reporter
fund-raiser, morale builder and
is Rhonnda Kerr, former resident
FREE Facial & Make-Over
ultimate souvenir program.
of Murray, Murray State University
Experience The Difference!
•' • • • . 4
graduate, and former reporter for
Different strokes for different
the Murray Ledger & Times.
folks — Dr. Mike Ridley recentiy.
She wrote a column recently in
Nashville Business Journal and she returned from his idea of a 'fabulous vacation. He rode his Harleymade it very plain that hard work
is the same in Nashville or Murray. Davidson 800-pound motor cycle
about 600 miles — to Florida and
She describes her life in the big
city, and says that before she had
back home to Murray. He says he
lived in the big city very' long she just wishes the trip could have been
A1
/
4),:-..liabie A+
soon learned that successful Nash- 800 miles. — How's that for a
Port;c,pa!ing
ville business people were no diffe- vacation?
A ce Horc,
...are Stores

Mikulcik gets scholarship

ALL WALLPAPER BOOKS

25% OFF

Hardware

Retired teachers will meet
The Calloway County Retired
Teacher' Association will meet
Monday, Oct. 7, at 12:30 p.m. in
the cafeteria of North Calloway
Elementary School.
Following lunch, students in the
Fifth Grade will present a musical
program entitled "Readin' — Wri-

MICHAEL WAYNE BUCY, a
1990 graduate of Calloway County
High School, has completed basic
and A.I.T. at Ft. McCellan, Ala.,
for duty with the 614th M.P. Co.
National Guard Unit- of Murray.
Bucy is now .'serving in Saudi
Arabia, replacing the 438th M.P.
Co. from Kentucky.
The local serviceman was recently promoted to private first .class.
Anyone wishing to write to Bucy
may mail it to the following
address: PFC Michael Wayne Bucy
402'-:21-5045, Operation Desert
Storm, 438th M.P. Co., APO AE
09734.
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AlterationS

"Qualit

Of RI!

Work, Reasonable Prices"

Tammy York

418 Main St.

WHILE SUPPLIES ,LAST

753-9981

Peak Anti-Freeze

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

Tired Of. All The Problems With Being
Overweight Effecting Your Life?

50'

FREE

30 Greensweeper
Lawn Rake

OFF
Consultation &
EASY LOW PAYMENT PLANS
WHILE SUPPLIES .AS

One Of The
Nations
Fastest
Growing
Weight
Loss Clinics
Rita Liming
Size 12 to Size 6

in

32 Gallon Bruiser
Trash Can

Neo

*HILL SUPPLIES 1411

Soft White Bulbs

6 Short Wes

753-1044

Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Professional Building Suite 3
204 S. 5th St. Murray

Ihmrs: 9 a.m.-5 P.m.
it rider Frame ‘illagel

()fJber 1991

AWE®
BEST
BUY

HOLLYWOOD WEIGHT LOSS CLINIC

Opening October

MURRAY TAILOR SHOP

492-8876

488

ith

of
of-

753-6435

"Retired educators who are not /
members of CCRTA are invited to
attend and consider joining the
teachers' group," advises Wilson
Gantt, CCRTA president.

(MEDICALLY SUPERVISED)

SERVICE NOTES

$300

tin' — and Rockin— with Mrs.
Karen Bolls ,as director.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
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Pitching making difference for the Dodgers, Braves
By The Associated Press
If pitching wins pennants, the Dodgers and Braves might be
heading for a tie.
Both teams won again Monday night behind outstanding
starting pitching, keeping Los Angeles-one game ahead of
Atlanta in the NL West.
At Cincinnati, Atlanta's John Smoltz overcame control
problems to pitch two-hit ball over eight innings and Sid
Bream singled home a pair of runs in a four-run third inning
for a 4-0 victory over the Reds.
Atlanta recorded its 90th win for only the second time and
reached 23 games over .500 (90-67) for the first time since
1983, the year after its last title.
Smoltz (13-13) stayed unbeaten since Aug. 15. He walked
three and threw three wild pitches, but used 10 strikeouts to

avoid trouble. The only hits off him were clean second-inning
singles by Bill Doran and Billy Hatcher.
"It's a great feeling to put the pressure on the Dodgers.
They know we already won," said Smoltz (13-13). "We can
sit back and relax, knowing we've done our job. That's all we
can do."
The Dodgers went out and answered the Braves' strong
pitching with some of their own as Orel Hershiser shut out
visiting San Diego for seven innings to preserve Los Angeles'
slim lead.
Bershiser (7-2) struck out six and walked two in the opener
of the Dodgers' final home series of the regular season.
For the second straight night, the Dodgers began play aware
that a loss could drop them into a tie with the Braves.
But Hershiser's pitching and more big hitting by Darryl
Strawberry, his 26th homer, kept Los Angeles in the division

lead with five games remaining.
"I knew the Braves had won, I knew that we needed a
good, solid outing, but I tried to focus on doing my job,"
Hershiser said. "Pressure is only what you put on yourself. I
really felt we had a baseball game to play, and win or lose, it
doesn't matter if there is pressure or not, it's just a
ballgame."
Atlanta has two more games at Cincinnati before finishing
the season at home with three games against last-place Houston. On Wednesday night, Jose Rijo (15-5) is scheduled to
start for the Reds.
The Dodgers play host to the Padres for two moie games
before heading to San Francisco to finish the season.
Elsewhere in the NL it was Pittsburgh 6, New York 5; St.
Louis 11, Montreal 1; Philadelphia 6, Chicago 5; and Houston
2, San Francisco 0.

Roundball Tipoff

Still perfect
Washington moves to 5-0
after shutting out Eagles

Elaine Edgar, wife of Murray State men's basketball coach Scott Edgar, accepts the first ticket for the
Saturday, Oct. 19 Racer Roundball Tipoff from Lindy Suiter, second from left. The event will include a
chili supper, contests and an open practice session by the Racers at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $4 and can be
purchased at the Bank of Murray, People's Bank of Murray, Republic Bank or any Racer Club member.
Pictured above are, from left, event coordinators Chuck Foster and Suiter, Edgar and Mike Lov ins, Racer
Club president.

Tigers take second at tune up
Staff Reports
Murray L•dgOr & Timm. Spoils
Mayfield edged the Murray High
Tigers by one stroke at the Marshall County Invitational Monday.
The annual tournament hosted by
the Calvert City Country Club is a
tuneup for the regional tournament,
set for next Tuesday at the Princeton Country Club.
The Cardinals fired a 306, one
stroke better than Murray's 307.
Hopkinsville shot a 311, and the
hosCMarshals fired a 315 to round
out the troophy winners, while Calloway County was back in the pack
with a 378.
Preston Futrell of Hopkinsville
won the individual honors with a
70, while Murray's Adam Grogan
fired a 72(36-32) to finish second.
Murray's Ryan Haverstock shot a

77 to finish in a tie for sixth, where Monday.
he was eliminated on the first hole
Calloway was shut out in the
of a playoff.
first half, before picking up goals
Todd Thomas was one stroke from Cristy Lambert (from Dana
back for Murray with a 78 (37-41). Mitchell) and Jennifer Dowdy
Jeremiah Rayburn shot an 80 (from Carrie Bell).
(43-37), while Clay Bolin fired an
Krista Stalls worked the nets for
84 (37-47) for the Tigers.
the Lady Lakers, and had seven
Jessie Rooker led the Lakers saves.
with a 90 (44-46). Josh Roberts
Calloway closes out their season
fired a 93(47-46), Eric Gallimore next week, hosting Murray on
fired a 97 (48-49), while John Nix Monday and Marshall County on
shot a 98 (45-53). Dustin Poole Tuesday.
shot a 112 for Calloway(59-53).
• • • •
• • • •
unreported play,
previously
In
SOCCER
Calloway downed the Paris AllThe Calloway County Lady Lakers were cornered Monday at Mar- Stars on Monday. Dana Mitchell
had the hat trick for Calloway,
shall County.
Two Marshall corner kicks, one while Cristi Lambert scored twice
by Mary Willis and another from and Carrie Bell added a goal.
Krista Stalls and Kadonna RanCarrie Hen in the second half, provided.the Lady Marshals with a 4-2 dolph combined for the shutout.

WASHINGTON (AP) — True,
the Washington Redskins have
three shutouts in this young NFL
season, but they'll be the first to
admit they've been beating up on
teams at less than full strength.
"We couldn't be happier with
our defense, period. But everyone
knows losing your quarterback like
that really throws- you off," Redskins coach Joe Gibbs said after
Washington knocked off Philadelphia 23-0 to run its record to 5-0.
The Redskins marched to victory
Monday night behind two interceptions by Darrell Green, a pair of
sacks from Charles Mann and a
stingy defense that limited .Philadelphia to four first downs and 89
yards total offense.
But the Eagles were able to
move the ball in the first period —
until quarterback Jim McMahon
had to leave the game after spraining a ligament in his right knee.
His replacement, former New
York Jets backup Pat Ryan, went
4-for-14 for 24 yards and threw
three interceptions.
"It's hard to Ay how good their
defense is since we didn't give
ourselves a chance to test it," said
Ryan, who did not play in 1990
after a dozen seasons as a back-up
with the New York Jets. "They
played well, but I haven't figured
out if they played that good or we
played that bad."
"We've got to give credit where
credit is due — their defense was
relentless," said Eagles coach Rich
Kotite. "But we played poorly on
offense, and I'm just disappointed
we didn't turn it up a notch and get
into the ballgame."
The Redskins played just well
enough on offense to gain the win,
using a 19-yard scoring pass from
Mark Rypien to Art Monk and a
37-yard Chip Lohmiller field goal
to build a 10-0 halftime lead. Lohmiller added another pair of field
goals in the second half, the last
coming with 11 seconds to play,
and Earnest Byner added a scoring
run.
But defense was what everyone
was talking about afterwards.
"We've still got a ways to go,"

Pro Football
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Monday's
Washington 23, Philadelphia 0
Sunday, Oct. 6
Dallas va Green Bay at lativaukee. noon
Denver at Houston, noon
Marri at New England, noon
Minnesota at Detroit. noon
New York Jets at Cleveland. noon
Philadelphia at Tampa Bay, noon
Seattle at Cincinnati, noon
WasNngton at Chicago. noon
Phoenix at Now York Giants, 3 p.m
vrrs, 3 p.m
San Dior at= Angeles7Rai
PittitM
OPEN DATE: Atlanta, Los Angeles Rams. Nero
Orleans, San Francisco
Monday, Oct. 7
Butlalo at Kansas City, 8 p.m
said linebacker Wilber Marshall,
who played on the 1985 Chicago
Bears NFL championship team and
knows a thing or two about tough
defensive play. "We're just starting to jell, but we've had some
breaks."
Breaks aplenty, some might say.
Washington shut down Detroit's
vaunted run-and-shoot offense in
the season opener, recording a 45-0
victory. The only problem was,
Lions running back Barry Sanders
was out with an injury and quarterback Rodney Peete looked rusty
after missing nearly all of training
camp.
Likewise, the Phoenix Cardinals
couldn't score with backup quarterback Tom Tupa when they lost to
the Redskins two weeks ago. And
on Monday night, the Eagles lost
McMahon early in the game and
sputtered after that.

Sports Writer

OVC F

Bob GREEN
Associated Press

Can USA keep
the. Ryder Cup?
KIAWAH ISLAND, S.C. (AP)
— Now that the United States
has won back the Ryder Cup
after six years, Uncle Sam's
next task is figuring out a way
to keep the 19-inch high solid
gold trophy on this side of the
Atlantic.
Dave Stockton, who, as capi
tamn of the American team succeeded where previous captains
Lee Trevino, Jack Nicklaus and
Ray Floyd failed, has a few
ideas on how that can be
achieved.
"I'll try to offer some of my
new-found experience," said
Stockton, who devoted almost
two years to preparations for
the three-day biennial matches
between the U.S. and Europe.
The next Ryder Cup matches
are scheduled for lhe autumn of
1993 at The Belfry in the English midlands. Stockton has so-me
ideas on improving America's
chances for retaining- 111e- -trophy.-Among them is giving an
automatic berth to the reigning
PGA champion, a suggesticth he
said has encountered some resistance. He also wants a change
in the current .system by which
players qualify for the team. "I
don't think the two-year system
is working," Stockton said.
Presently, players gain points
for top-10 finishes in regular
PGA Tour events, with the
qualifying period spread over
two years.
"I think that's too long,"
Stockton said. "If we made it
a shorter period (as the Europeans do), you'd have a better
chance of getting players who
are playing well right now,
rather than players who played
well last year."
The margin of America's victory was a 5-foot putt that
Bernhard Langer missed on the
18th hole. Had he made it. the
shot would have beaten Hale
Irwin and tied the match, allowing the Europeans to retain the
Cup.
:Did the narrow miss really
settle golf supremacy, then? Not
according to Bernard Gallacher,
captain of the European team.
"I said

last week we had the greatest
" Gallacher
players in the world.

said.,- "I think next week we'll
still have the best golfers in the
world.
"
"I have a great deal of
ropect now for the European
Tour,
" Stockton said. "I can
see why we had trouble in the
we

I can sec why
had trouble the last few days.

past, and

"I thought these guys were
really going to blow them out.

49ers pick up Harris, Montana begins workouts
involved in a long and bitter holdout with Green Bay, was traded to
the 49ers for a second-round draft
choice in 1992 and either a secondor third-round pick in 1993.
The level of the 49ers' 1993
payment to the Packers will be
determined by Harris' playing time
and whether he abides by a "good
citizenthip" clause in his contract.

"It was a hard ordeal, but I've
finally got a job again. It's like I'm
a newborn kid again," said Harris,
a, former Pro Bowler.
' The 49ers plan to press Harris
into service immediately on passing downs. They play Atlanta on
Oct. 13, following a bye Sunday.
Montana, on injured reserve
since the start of the season while

"We've taken a major step,
rehabilitating a torn right elbow
tendon, passed a first test of his obviously," Seifert said. "I'm
encouraged. I thought he looked
throwing arm Monday.
He threw 40 passes of about 15 fine. I don't think any one thing
yards each to,,conditioning coach dicates that this (comeback) is a
Jerry AttawaY as coach George done deal. ... The key will be how
Seifert and team physician Dr. he feels over a period of time."
Michael Dillingham watched. The
Seifert said it was premature to
media was barred from the 10-mi- outline a timetable for Montana's
nute workout.
return.

Judge moves Piniella, umpire case to New York
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Three strikes and you're out, a
federal judge told the umpires' union as he ordered a lawsuit
against Cincinnati Reds manager Lou Piniella moved to New
York.
U.S. District Judge Joseph McGlynn Jr. ruled Friday that
New York was the most convenient location for witnesses in
the $5 million defamation suit brought by umpire Gary Darling against Piniella.
McGlynn also said the umpires' union can't participate in
the suit. Lawyers received the ruling Monday.
Richie Phillips, the umpire union's attorney, said he would
continue to represent Darling in the case. He also said the
union would back Darling, even though it's no longer a party
to the case.
The suit stemmed from comments Piniella made after Darling reversed a call by first base umpire Dutch Rennert and
took away a home run from the Reds' Bill Doran on Aug. 3.
Piniella said after the game that Darling was biased against
the Reds. He later retracted the bias charge, but still said Darling blew the Call. Darling and the Major League Umpires
Association then filed suit.

McGlynn issued his ruling with flair.
His opinion contained the subheadings, "The Warmup,"
"Batter Up," and "Strike One," "Strike Two" and "Strike
Three: You're Outta Here: Defendant's Motion to Transfer."
It concluded with "Post Game Wrap Up," tossing the
union out of the suit and ordering the action to New York.
The judge said none of Piniella's statements "identify,
refer to, describe or concern" the union. "Instead, they are
about one individual, plaintiff Darling," he wrote.
Arguing that defaming one umpire defames all umpires "is
contrary to both law and common sense," the judge wrote.
Phillips said he was unconcerned.
"The umpires' union is going to participate in support of
Gary Darling, even though the umpires' association is no Iongo a plaintiff," he said. "We wanted to (be plaintiffs), but
the judge didn't see it that way, and that's OK with me."
He also said he wouldn't appeal the decision to move the
case to New York.
"I think New York is neutral in many respects." he said.
"I would have preferred Philadelphia because my office is
here and it's easier for me to litigate."

in moving the case from Philadelphia, the judge said, "The
only person who would be inconvenienced by a transfer is
plaintiffs counsel."
Piniella said Monday that his problems don't involve the
union.
"I've never said anything against the union," Piniella said
in Cincinnati. "I've been complementary toward the umpires.
My disagreement has been with this one guy."
Piniella's lawyer, L. Peter Parcher of New York, said the
incident "shouldn't have been a very big deal," especially
after Piniella retracted his allegations of bias.
"The remarks have to be taken in the context in which they
were made," he said. "That's the law and that's life. And
these remarks, whatever they were, evere made by a baseball
manager upset that an umpire took back a home run in the
midst of a pennant -race.
Asked if his case was helped by having it heard in New
York, where Piniella was a popular player and manager with
the Yankees, Parcher replied: "I think Lou is popular all
across the United States."

really
he

didn't think that it would

this close. We were very lucky
to come out with a one-point
win. It was a glorious competi-

It's a shame someone

tion.
to lose. But, God, what a

had

thrill.
"
When Linger missed. it set
off joyous, celebrations by the
Americanti, a display 01 exuber ance that went unappreciated in

Europe.
"By sacrificing

their sporting

rampant,
wild-eyed nationalism on Kiaays
wah, the Yanks were fl ways
going to be the Ryder Cup
losers — no matter what the

dignity amid such

Daii.s

" wrote the
result,
London tabloid.
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I rom F urope
a lesson In how to
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'The gentlemen
taught them
remain calm,

orable

under outrageous pressure

... in total contrast to the

whooping, the 'high loves' and
self-congratulation of the strut"
ting Yanks.

left to Sac

BallesterIt was
os to commiserate with I.anger
over the missed putt.
"No one should
with the pressure

have to cope
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ger had to handle," said
tcros. "No one in

not even Jack
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SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) —
Tim Harris has a new job and Joe
Montana is hoping to reclaim his
old one, health permitting.
That was the sum of a hectic
Monday for the San Francisco
49ers (2-3) as they sought ways to
pull out of their worst start since
the strike-shortened 1982 season.
Harris, a pass-rushing linebacker
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Actions& Reactions
SENIOR GAMES
Murray's Bailey Core won the 100-meter and 200-meter dash, long jump,
javelin and discus events to earn gold medals at the Kentucky State Senior
Games, Saturday in Henderson Gore competed in the 60-64 age bracket.

Red Sox rally past
Brewers; stay in race

OVC FOOTBALL
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Middle Tennessee State's Walter Dunson and
Morehead State's Darrin Harris share this week's Ohio Valley Conlarence
offensive player of the week award.
Dunson tied the Blue Raiders' record for points in a game by an individual
and most touchdowns in a game as he scored on runs of 12, 17, 4 and 22
yards during a 35-3 victory over Murray State. Dunson carried 10 times for
64 yards.
Harris carried 10 times for 79 yards and scored twice and also grabbed
five passes for 97 yards, including a 61 -yard touchdown reception, during a
32-28 loss to Tennessee-Martin.
The awards were announced Monday.
Austin Peay strong safety James Mesidor, who intercepted two passes
and returned one 76 yards for a touchdown, is the Division I-AA league's
defensive player of the week.
Austin Peay placekicker Steve Munnell connected on a game-winning
26-yard field goal with 4:04 left to play as the Governors topplgAoutheast
Missouri 24-21.
Rookie of the week is Austin Peay quarterback Jay Hampton, who ran for
two touchdowns as he rallied the Governors past Southeast Missouri.
There was no offensive lineman of the week selected.

FOOTBALL
WASHINGTON — Jim McMahon, who took over as Philadelphia's starting
quarterback when Randall Cunningham was injured on opening day, sustained a sprained right knee in the first quarter of the Eagles' 23-0 loss to
Washington. McMahon was injured and replaced by Pat Ryan after
Washington's Wilbur Marshall hit him late in the first quarter. Eagles
spokesman Ron Howard said McMahon, a 10-year veteran, sprained a ligament in his right knee and would be sidelined "for a while," though he
added that the injury was not expected to sideline McMahon for the season.
SANTA CLARA, Calif. — Holdout linebacker Tim Harris was traded by
Green Bay to the San Francisco 49ers in exchange for.two high draft picks.
San Francisco coach George Seifert said the 49ers gave up their secondround pick in 1992 and either a second- or third-round pick in 1993, based
on conditions he declined to disclose. Seifert said Harris could be activated
for the Oct. 13 game against Atlanta. Harris, 27, made $630,000 last season, including bonuses. He reportedly will receive $725,000 for the rest of
this season and $825,000 in 1992.
MINNEAPOLIS — NFL players scored another victory in their quest for
unrestricted free agency when a federal judge ruled that most players covered by Plan B free agency from Feb. 1, 1989, to Nov. 6, 1989, can pursue
antitrust damages against the league and its clubs. Also, U.S. District Judge
David Doty denied an NFL motion to dismiss the players' claim that the
league had abused its monopoly power in its dealings with them. Doty wrote
that there was sufficient evidence for a jury to decide whether-NFL clubs
had a tacit agreement, understanding or conspiracy to refrain from bidding
on players."
PROVIDENCE, R.I. — Rhode Island continued its efforts to woo the New
England Patriots as Gov. Bruce G. Sundlun went to New York for a meeting
with National Football League officials. Sundlun was accompanied by state
economic development director Joseph Paolino Jr., the former mayor of
Providence who has worked behind the scenes for several years courting
the Patriots. NFL president Neil Austrian and Jay Moyer, the league's
executive vice president and counsel, scheduled the meeting at Sundlun's
request, league spokesman Greg Aiello said.

BASEBALL
CINCINNATI — National League president Bill White put three days of
Norm Charlton's suspension on hold, reuniting Cincinnati's Nasty Boys for a
three-game series against the Atlanta Braves. Charlton on Sunday began
serving a one-week suspension for purposely throwing at Los Angeles' Mike
Scioscia Sept. 9 and threatening to hurt him again the next time he faced
him. But White decided Chartton should be allowed to pitch against Atlanta,
which started the series one game behind the Dodgers in the NL West, to
guarantee that the competition for the divisional title is fair and balanced.
TORONTO — The Blue Jays set a major league attendance record on
their 79th home date as 50,321 came to the SkyDome for Toronto's 2-1 loss
to the California Angels, raising the Jays' season attendance to 3,900,880.
Toronto, which has sold out 61 of the 79 games, has two games remaining
at the SkyDome and already has sold enough tickets to become the first
time to draw 4 million fans in a season.
PHILADELPHIA — A federal judge has ordered an umpire's lawsuit
against Cincinnati Reds manager Lou Piniella moved to New York, and said
the umpire's union cannot participate. The suit stemmed from comments
Piniella made after home plate umpire Gary Darling reversed a call by first
base umpire Dutch Rennert and took away a home run from the Reds' Bill
Doran on Aug. 3. Piniella said after the game that Darling was biased
against the Reds. He later retracted the bias charge, but maintained that
Darling blew the call. Darling and the Major League Umpires Association
filed a $5 million defamation suit.
NEW YORK — Lee Smith of the St. Louis Cardinals, who tied the National League single season saves record with his 45th, was named player of
the week, while Rickey Henderson of Oakland and Cal Ripken of Baltimore
shared AL honors. Henderson hit .44.8 with 10 runs scored and Ripken batted .462 with three homers and 13 RBIs.

7 Years Experience

HAW INS'
ROOFING
;sew

or Repak
FREE ESTIMATES
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

BOXING
LONDON — Lennox Lewis remained unbeaten when he knocked out former world cruiserweight champion Glenn McCrory in the second round to
retain his British and European heavyweight boxing titles. Lewis, 231
pounds, outweighed McCrory by 10 pounds for the fight at the Royal Albert
Hall, the 17th of his professional career. Lewis was the 1988 superheavyweight champion.

(502) 492-8358

it's not just for kids anymore.

Like a good neighbor, Sate Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
BASEBALL

Toromo
Boston
Deuce
Meiraukes
Ni. Iv*
Baltimore
Cleveland

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Oixesion
W
L
87
70
83
73
90
76
77
78
67
99
66 90
54 101
**of ChvmOn
W
L
93 63
84
72
63
74

Pet GB
554 —
532
513 64
497 9
429
423 204
348 32

Pet. GB
4-0Annesda
596 —
Chicago
538 9
Texas
529 iv,
Oakland
sz 75 522 11*4
Kinnan City
8'
76
516 12-4
$41eltle
503 1479
79 78
CaltOnva
78
79
497 15.4
4-cinched Clawson title
Monday's Games
Seattle 3 Texas 2. 11 innings lit garne
Texas 2, Sean* C 2nd game
Niles York 3 Cleveland 0
.trot 8 Baromore 3
Caidonva 2 Toronto 1
lAnnesota 8 CNcago 3
'Boston 9 tAkkaukee 8
Kansas Cry 8 °anted 4
Tuesday's Games
MIkkaukee )Wegman '4-7 and 0
•
0191) 0-0) at
Cieveland lklechoW 2-gt and Otto 1-8i 2. 405 pIn
BakieworellAlacke 104) at Now York (Taylor 7-121
p
6 30 in
Dolton ITanana '1-121 at Boston !Clemens 1 8-81
635 pm
Caktornia rretlers 2.4) at Toronto (Guzman 9-2)
63' pm
Minnesota ?West 4-41 at Cnrcago rAlvarez 2-2t
7 05 p m
Oakland ;Moore 16-81 at Kansas City )Gutkua
9-11) 735 pIn
Seattle iButss 1-2) at Texas !Boyd 2-e) 735 o in
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division

W
95
82
75
75
73

PIttibuqn
St Lain
Ni. Ycult
Phiiad•On.a
Chicago
Montreal
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West Borman
W
L
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Atlanta
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90 67
San D,ego
so 77 5'
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83
74
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72 65
459 '9
Hanlon
63
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4C, 28
x-cincned dry)son title
Monday's Games
Atlanta 4 Cmannas 0
Piniburgn 6 New Yol 5
St. Louis ii Modtrissi 1
Pneladelpnea S Cnrcago 5
Houston 2, San Franasco 0
Los Angeles 7 San Diego 2
Tueedey's Games
Atlanta fLotxancti 1 5- 1 2) at C)nonnat) )RiK) '5-5)
6 35 p in
Chicago (Castello 6.7) at Pnriadelpeva !Greene
13-7). 635 p rn
New York ;Cone '3-131 at P rst,vgn
'6-'0! 635 pm
moetmai Barnes 5-61 at Sr Lours •OiNaree 10 61
7 05 o m
San Diego (Bens. 14-10! at _os Angeles oleea
11-91 935 pm
i-auston (Wiiisms 0-I at San C,andscc •Bk.,"gen
35 pin
Wedneedey's Gemse
Montreal 4Gartner 9-10) at St LoL,s Cc'-nn•
12 35 pm
Houston Sue 7-'01 at San Panosco slt(4,dr
3-51 235 pm
Manta rGtannee:19'
- 1latC.neinnan ,ScuddeMS'8"6 35 p
Chicago ;114addus
l! at Pruladelon-a - 01-8.,esus
10-81. 635 pm
• New York (Scno,rek 5.4) at Pmsburgn
6-35 pm
San Deego
8-51 at Los Angeles
10-91 9 35 13 rn
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admission procedures

and Service

"Check Us Out."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
Murray

512 S. 12th St.,

Equipped
Not Stripped!
Stock No.
90001

$12 524"

List Price

Peppers Discount.. $2,541"

9,983°°
'

Sale Price

'90 Geo Prizm Hatchback
•Air Conditioning
•Automatic
•AM-FM Stereo
•Power Steering
•1.6 Liter - 4 Cyl. Engine

Stock No.
10006

514,63(r)

List Price
Peppers Discount

'91 Chevrolet Cavalier--Z-24
•3.1 MPI 6 Cyl. Engine 'Auto. Transmission
•Intermittent Wipers
•Cruise Control
'Floor Mats
•Power Door Locks
•Power IYunk Release
•Power Windows
'Removable Sunroof
'Alloy Wheels
'AM-FM Seek & Scan
'Tilt Wheel

$1,366'

$13,263"

Sale Price_
Rebate

812,96390*

Your Price__

Cassette
Stock No.
10005

$21,241'

List Price

$2 38874

Peppers Discount

7
'Air Conditioning
*Tilt Wheel
•Power Windows
•Floor Mats
'Power Antenna
• AM-FM Cassette

18,852

(0111111°

-$1

Rebate

'91 Chevrolet Caprice Classic

Murray State University, Thursday, Oct. 3, 1991,6 p.m.
Madisonville Community College, Thursday, Oct. 10, 1991,6 p.m.

Installation

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

Sale Price_

financial aid and scholarships

Pct.
GB
605
522 '3
48"
4T8
47'
449 24 ,

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
Kentucky battled back to get within
striking distance at the end," Brewer said. "They are a physical
_football team, probably the most
physical team we'll face all year.
And they have a solid quarterback
in Brad Smith, who has a grasp of
what they want to do offensively!'
Smith completed 25 of 42 passes
for 211 yards last year against Mississippi, his first collegiate start.
He led the Wildcats to two late
scores, but it wasn't enough to
overcome the 35-14 lead Ole Miss
had built in the third quarter.

careers

•

L
62
75
81
82
82
86

Jane Rogers Insurance

provide you information about

Your
'Cruise Control
'Twin Electric Outside Mirrors
•P215/75R- 15 WSW Tires
•Keyless Remote Entry System
•Driver & Passenger-.Power Seats

250'
21*

Price—.$17

602

Delco/Bose Sound System 'Power Door Locks

*Taxes, Title & Dock Fees Addi tional . All Prices After Rebate

and

stet
Ter

State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office. Bloomington, Illinois

•

Rt. 1, Box 126A
Hazel, Ky

,A Adults Belong
m in College.
,B C
•

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

Brewer worried about
hostile Commonwealth

ATLANTA — Stacey Augmon, the ninth pick overall, agreed to a 5-year
contract with the Atlanta Hawks, becoming the highest draft pick to sign.
The deal is reportedly worth $6.5 million to $7 million for the defensive specialist from UNLV. To make room under the salary cap for Augmon, the 46
Hawks renounced their rights to Sidney Moncrief, whom they coaxed out of
retirement last season.

ABC WORKSHOPS

"See me for all your family insurance needs."

These are tough times for the Boston Red Sox: blowing big leads, losing big games and falling behind bigtime in the AL East race.
Finally, something right happened for them on Monday night.
They characteristically blew a big lead, but uncharacteristically came
back to beat the Milwaukee Brewers 9-8 for possibly their most important
victory of the season.
"It's been a tough series, and this game looked like it easily could have
gone the other way for us again, and it would have been a tough one to
swallow," Tom Brunansky said. "We battled back. We had to win. Hopefully it will give us some sort of momentum for the last six."
The Red Sox, who had blown a 4-0 lead to lose 5-4 to Milwaukee on
Sunday, squandered a 6-0 lead Monday night. But Jack Clark's two-run
homer and Brunansky's RBI double rescued them in the seventh inning as
they moved within 3%2 games of the Toronto Blue Jays, who lost 2-1 to
California. The Red Sox have six games to play, the Blue Jays five.
Elsewhere, Seattle beat Texas 3-2 in 11 innings in the first game of a
doubleheader before the Rangers came back to win the second 2-0;
Detroit defeated Baltimore 8-3; New York beat Cleveland 3-0; Minnesota
whipped Chicago 8-3, and Kansas City trimmed Oakland 8-4.
Milwaukee went ahead 7-6 with four runs in the third and Greg
Vaughn's three-run homer in the fifth. Clark struck back with a homer off
rookie Mike Ignasiak (1-1) and Brunansky doubled in another run off
Chuck Crim.
Dennis Lamp (6-3) let Milwaukee close within a run in the bottom of
the inning, but Tony Fossas and Dan Petry held off the Brewers. with
Petty getting his first career save.
The Red Sox, who broke a four-game losing streak, have all their
games remaining at Fenway Park. Toronto has two at home and three in
Minneapolis.
"We've got to win six out of six and get some help," Petry said.
"They are all so important. It was a nice one to win tonight because
going back home the Red Sox are always tough at Fenway Park."

BASKETBALL

1991

SCOREBOARD

By The Associated Press

OXFORD, Miss. (AP) —.University of Mississippi coach Billy
Brewer says he is "concerned with
the hostile environment" his
Rebels will face when they travel
to Kentucky on Saturday.
"Commonwealth Stadium
reminds me of the old Tiger Stadium in Baton Rouge," Brewer
said Monday during his weekly
press conference. 'Their fans support that team and each play is like
a scoring play. They stay involved
in the game."
A crowd of more than 57,000 is
expected in Lexington, Ky., as the
Wildcats (2-1), who defeated Kent
State 24-6 last week, play their
Southeastern Conference opener.
Ole Miss (4-1, 0-1 in the SEC) is
coming off a 24-17 victory over
Arkansas.
"Any time we play the Arkansas
Razorbacks, it's an emotional.
hard-fought football game," Brewer said. "It is a very talented
football team, and that was certainly a very big victory for our team."
Brewer said, however, that Kentucky presents different problems
for the his squad. The Wildcats.
who lost in Oxford 35-29 last season, return 16 starters from that
squad.
"Last year's game was one in
which we got off to a fast start, but

MO- k I

1)‘),

II

ABC also offers a free first class grant program
for those who want to sample college life.
Evening hours for your convenience are Tuesdays 4:30-6 p.m.

cope
Lanalles-

762-4159 or 1-800-669-7654
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Murray State University is an
equal education and employment institution
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Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Geo.,Inc.
"The Only Deal In linen!"
600 Tyson Ave. - Hwy.79 S.
642-3900

Paris, TN
1-800-325-:z229
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FOOTBALL
CONTES

Football Feast
,

15 Pieces
Only $1099

North de

Both sidi

15. Tennessee State vs. Murray State

OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
sib

Dtgiral Recipe?. or

Coupon

expires

THE BOB HARMON FOOTBALL FORECAST

Jan. 7, 1992 I

SUNDAY AND MONDAY, OCTOBER 6 AND 7
24

**Cincinnati

KFC

**Cleaveland

21

**Detroit

23

The '92's Are In
Stop By Today
for a Test Drive!

'
1 Only $599 e Only

•
$699:
e
Expires 10-29-91
Expires 10-29-91
e
14. Middle Tennessee vs. Western Kentucky
L The best pizza in town. -rnsfat7.1

"Houston
Broncos may be waiting into hornets' nest in
"LA. Raiders

27
17

Opening

Cards

ficult pa

West'

the king,

753-6656

Chestnut St.

West toc
ace and

16

.

San Diego

21
problem vAth Patriots last season. winning two close contests.. Miami rallied with FG in final minute to win first 27-24. then held on in 2nd
Phoenix
19
"New York Giants

meeting to win 17-10.

17

Cards no pushover tor Super Bowl champion Giants last tall.. N.Y.'s Mmatt Bahr kicked FG as time expired for first come-from-behind win 20-19 .. Giants won second meeting 24-21.

27

Philadelphia

We Specialize in:

17

, "New England

Mlaml
Dolphins had

17

"Tampa Bay

Tune-ups - Brakes
Mufflers - Oil Changes

In last meeting,Eagles, Bucs opened'88 season in Tampa. Eagles running up 34-0 halftime lead, winning 41-13 behind OB Randall Cunningham .. Bucs held to lust 43 yards rushing.

_ ..**irtdianapplis

_...

10

difficult to —
win
. as they've averaged lust .. points through first four games .. favored Steele's. 2-2 before taking last week off, back on the road again.
Colts finding It •

17

Washington

FREE Car Wash
0 With Fill-up

.

13

"Chicago

Bears. Redskins put on defensive show last fall, Washington rallying in second half after trailing at the haft 9-0, to win in last 2 m autos 10-9 .. possbe NFC tine preview.

17
**Kansas City
24
(Monday) Buffalo
Chests' ground game outstanding in Monday nite loss to Oilers three weeks ago .. rernarrtering that Jets rushed for 468 yards vs. Bilk. Buffalo could be in trouble .. Bills.

Mechanic on Duty M-F 8-5
Sat., Oct. 5- Major Colleges - Div. 1-A

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

• Air Force
21
40
• Alabama
• Arizona State
27
Army
27
• Auburn
23
• Ball State
23
Baylor
24
• Brigham Young
31
Central Michigan
28
Clemson
24
• Duke
28
• East Carolina
34
Florida
45
• Florida State
28
• Louisville
38
• Miami, FL
48
Mississippi
23
• Missouri
24
• Nevada-Las Vegas
22
• North Carolina
27
• North Carolina State 24
Notre Dame
35
• Ohio State
33
Oklahoma
34
• Oregon
41
• Pacific
26
Penn State
40
• Pittsburgh
28
Purdue
27
• South Carolina
44
• SW Louisiana
17
• T.C.U.
21
• Texas
23
Texas A & M
27
• Washington
35
• Washington State
30
• West Virginia
24

25 Winner of Last Week's
Football Contest

502-753-5273

Brian Phelps
Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

408 S. 8th St.
Brian had only one incorrect pick and won by the tie
breaker - guessing closest to the total game score.

That's State Farm
insurance."
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888

9. Clemson vs. Georgia

sounD visions

Wyoming
Tenn -Chattanooga
Utah
Rutgers
South'n Mississippi
Western Michigan
• Houston
Utah State
• Bowling Green
• Georgia
Vanderbilt
Akron
• L.S.U.
Syracuse
Cincinnati
Oklahoma State
• Kentucky
Memphis State
Long Beach State
William & Mary
Georgia Tech
• Stanford
Wisconsin
• Iowa State
New Mexico State
Fullerton State
• Temple
Maryland
• Northwestern
East Tennessee
Miami, OH
Arkansas
Rice
• Texas Tech
Arizona
Oregon State
Virginia Tech

Major Colleges-

753-8324

20
7
14
21
14
20
10
13
17
14
13
7
7
24
6
10
10
22
20
15
20
14
13
13
6
20
13
12
12
7
15
14
13
13
7
14
21

3.F)) MURRAY BP
—

South 12th Street
753-9164

16. Dallas vs. Green Bay

Jr 8 Missie Apparel

Alabama State
Alcorn
• Arkansas State
'Buckne11
• Citadel
• Columbia
Connecticut
'Delaware
• Eastern Illinois
• Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
• Tennessee State
' Tennessee-Martin

,HI.FON1CS •

•

26
20
23
22
24
21
23
27
213
26
28
24
27

753-1300

Let us help you with
all your formal wear
We can save you money on
your wedding.
Call about our Wedding Specials.
Tuxedo Rentals begin at $29.99
Wedding Gowns, Bridesmaids Dress, Accessories

8. Houston vs. Denver

Div. 1-AA

• Texas Southern
Howard
Central Florida
Cornell
Western Carolina
Fordham
• Yale
New Hampshire
Western Wino s
Georgia Southern
• Western Kentucky
Murray State
Tennessee Tech

•
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2. Buffalo vs. Kansas City
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4. Miami vs. New England
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13
21
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,16
20
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22
14
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21
24
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CUNNINGHAM
Auto Repair & Motor Sales, Inc.
Specializing in
automotive
computer repairs and electronic fuel injection and pow
specializing in automotive heat
and air conditioning systems.
Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
619 S. 4th 753-7831 I1durray
13. Washington vs. Arizona
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typical c

Raiders bard their AFC West rival twice IOW year. R8 Bo Jackson scoring two TDs for L. A. in initial 24-7 win in San Diego.. Raiders rallied to win second meeting, 17-12.

NCOLN

PIONEER

1*

Houston as 3-1 Oilers have had week off since Pats upset 'em 24-20 .. Denver trails in series with Houston 18-10 .. Oilers win

MERCURY

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

North

informat

20

Denver

The bidd

story bei

21

Minnesota

6. Detroit vs. Minnesota
Since 1928
FORD

Behind Cain's 641 N.

r
i 2 All-You-Can-Eat • 2 All-You-Can-Eat:
• Pizza & SpaGatti s Pizza & SpaGattl
Lunch Buffets
1 Dinner Buffets 1

20

New York Jets

coinl
Last fall, Lions beat Vitas in Minn. alter trailing 20-10 at halftime .. Lions scored 24 unanswered points to win 34-27 .. Vikings won on turnovers in Detroit 17-7 .. flip
"Green-Bay—
- 20Dallas
Makowski led GB to season sweep. 31-13 at home, 20-10 on road.
'
Pack beat Dales in final NFL title gam, in '66 and '67 prior to Super Bowls .. when they met in 89, 08 Don

Customer Satisfaction
Is Our Main Goal

Main. St.

R8 Derncit Fenner scored 3 TDs for Seattla.

WEST

•83
V A 9 7!
• 864
+632

Tackle a Pizza
at Gatti's!

Jets hosted Browns In match-up in '90. N.Y. taking 24-7 halftime lead on three rushing TDs .. Browns' Eric Metcalf returned opening kickoff 98 yards for TO. Browns losing 24-21

3. Cincinnati vs. Seattle
205 N. 12th St. Murray

701

tel loss for Cincy

753-0123

Coupons Not Good With
Any Other Spec

23

Seattle

In Monday niter last season, Seahawks. playing at home, shocked Bengalis 31-16 for their first win of season

Main 5t.
1-800-489-1414

To enter you must look at each advertisement on this page. Each ad will have the Ppposing teams
listed, choose the winner and fill it in next to the corresponding number on your official entry form
below. The person with the most correct picks will be the winner of $25 and will be announced on next
week's page. In case of a tie, winner will be decided by the one who ,:,,7ue.ses the total game scores or is
closest to it. The tie breaker is listed on the entry form. Contest is limited to one entry per person.
Employees and immediate family members of the Murray Ledger & Times are ineligible.
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1405 W Main St.

759-1331

(502)753-6448

The !Murray Ledger & Times
:Murray', ky 42071
Box 1040-T 1001 Whitnell
Entries Must Be Postmarked by Friday, Oct. 4 or In our office by 5 p.m. Fri. Oct. 4
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CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE

Paducah-Mayfield-S. Fulton-Murray
7.

12. Notre Dome vs. Stanford

LA Raiders vs. San Diego

CLASSIC PIZZA
Preferred drivers deserve preferred rates. Check out our MEDALIST AUTO POLICY

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
211

753-3415
St.
11. Florida vs. LSU

S. 12th

State Auto
CompaniesInsurance
]
11

J

Pizza & Subs

Buy Any Medium or Large
Pizza and get a Second
One FREE!

759-1551
Central Center (Next to sigB)
Hours M.-Th. lla.m.-Midnight
Fri. & Sat. lla.m.-la.m.
5. Cleveland vs. New York Jets

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages.

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"

Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315

tMr Tuxeclo.
"Our Name Says It All"
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For all your wedding needs
Call your formalwear
Specialist
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308 E. Main St. • 759-4073
10. Duke vs. Vanderbilt

1. Washington vs. Chicago
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CLASSIFIEDS

Contract Bridge

090

The Art of Card Reading
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A K 96
II 102
•Q 105
•K I 7 4
EAST
WEST

I,

Situation
Wanted

jack. Declarer led a diamond to the
queen, East taking the ace, and that
was the end of the hand. South won
the rest of the tricks to make four

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed. Your
need has never been
greater for a comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and "nonapproved" charges can
cause your out-of-pocket

nbtrump.

The contract should have been
defeated - and West was the player
at fault. He4hould have known the
exact distribution of the hearts in the
• J 107 5 2
•8 3
•K 8 4
unseen hands,and he should have perV A 97 5 3
• A9
mitted South to hold the second trick
•8 64
with the queen in order to maintain a
•Q 109
•6 3 2
link with East in hearts. Had West
SOUTH
ducked the queen, three notrump in*Q4
evitably would have failed. Declarer
Q I6
would have lost four hearts and a
*K1732
diamond.
+A85
West can tell from East's return of
The bidding:
South
West the eight, his highest remaining heart,
East
North
1•
Pass
Pass
that declarer started with precisely the
I•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
Q-.1-6 of hearts. It is true Illat in theory
I i•
South could also have had the four.
3 NT
Opening lead - five of hearts.
But in practice he could not,since he
would surely have played it at trick
Cards always tell a story. The dif- two, taking advantage of dummy's
ficult part is, first, to recognize the ten.
Once West reaches this conclusion,
story being told and,second,to put the
information to gainful use. Here is a it becomes obvious that his best bet is
to duck the queen and hope his partner
typical case.
West led a heart, won by East with will gain the lead before South can run
the king, and East returned the eight. nine tricks. In the actual hand, virtue
West took &threes queen with-the • rTeaidëdaiidThicöitractis
ace and continued a heart to South's defeated.
Tomorrow: The grand slam force.

expenses to mount up.
The Part A deductible

you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to $628 in 1991.
For more information
call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
our 29th year of service'

AURORA Pizza Magic. Delicious hand-tossed pizza,
spaghetti. Across from
Hitching Post. Dine in or
carry out. Open all year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
474-8119.
Tues.
1-800-649-3804.

Storage Buildings
8x8 S600 8x12 S7.50 8106
$900 Variety of sizes &
styles Give us a call &
our competition will fall.

L.E. Williams
489-2663

Horoscopes

TRIP for 2 to Ft.
Lauderdale/Bahamas, 5
nights:- 6-days. 759-9405after 6pm

WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 2;4991

For yourpersonalizecitlaily_Jeane_Dixon.horascope. based OrLyQUI own
date ofbirth,call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE making changes until more informaNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: tion is available. Conduct your own
Rent-A-Car
Making timely home and car repairs research in private.
515
S. 12th St. 753-2255
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The
will save you money later on. Relasomeat
work
could
get
tives offer "inside" employment in- atmosphere
formation in October. A job change what stormy today. Set a sunny tone WANTED Person who
01-promotion isleatuted in Novem= and tendto 'your routine. By late bought low back rocking
her. A family reunion at Christmas afternoon, you will be in the driver's chair at the Murray Flea
Market, Mon Sept 23,
could lead to a much-desired recon- seat. Expand your social calendar.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your 1991. Please call
ciliation.Plan on going back toschool
1-901-364-2840, collect.
in the new year. A legal matter will be life is changing at a deeper level: let
settled in your favor in the spring of go of the past. Seek out different
1992. Look forward to a delightful kinds of friends. Short-term investments can work if you use your head.
romance next August.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Build savings first.
SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21):Try
THIS DATE:designer Donna Karen,
rock star Sting, author Graham not to fret if those in authority are
uncooperative or give you a rough
Greene, singer Tiffany.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): time. Grin and bear it. By late afterOnce you assess the economic factors noon, you will see some refreshing
involved, you will realize the need , changes! Better days lie ahead.
.SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
for teamwork.Check all accounts for
possible discrepancies.Romance may 21): Big things are in the works.They
probably will not take place on cenbe high on your agenda tonight.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): ter stage but in a private setting. Be
Accept the generosity or backing of open-minded. Your generosity of
wealthy sponsors so long as it is fora spirit will be richly rewarded.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
worthy cause. Good career news is
headed your way. Influential people Home would make a good bake of
will open important doors for you.
operations today. Catch up on your
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A reading or phone calls. Your love
friendly approach will get you funher boat enters an eNtic port of call
than taking a lofty attitude. Pay close tonight. Do not come on too strong.
attention to the costs of business enAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
tertainment. Keep in touch with the Good news abounds! You finally hear
the right words regarding your dofolks at home when traveling,
CANCER (June 21-July 22): mestic life or a love affair. Keep your
People and circumstances may pre- ,credit cards under lock and key to
vent you from enjoying the privacy avoid complications.
050
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): Esyou seek. Do not be influenced by
Lost
conflicting reports. Family disagree- pect the red carpet treatment today.
And Found
ments can be resolved through tender Travel,telephone calls and meetings
give you greater financial control.
loving care.
LOST Datmation puppy.
LEO(July 23-Aug.22): People at Dodge emotional tidal waves by /Last seen/by B-Rite food
'store. Reward! Call
the top are willing to go so far but no stressing serenity.
753-8843.
further: be very tactful. Hold off on

Need I
Extra
Cash?

Run a
yard sale
ad in the
classifieds.
Call

753E1916

060

TODAY'S CHILDREN are practical. curious and shy about revealing
their innermost feelings. Although open-minded, these Libras often split
hairs and insist on having their own way. Encourage these children to give
more thought to other people's needs. They are gifted negotiators stho know
exactly how to obtain the cooperation they need. Count on them to pour on
the flattery if necessary. Skillful money managers. these Libras still alway s
have some funds tucked away for emergencies.

Help
Wanted
BE on TV. Many needed for
commercials. Now hiring all
ages. For casting info call
(615)779-7111 Ext. T-428.

COUNSELOR -Educational Talent Search.
Full time position to begin
as soon as possible, Qualifications. Earned bachelor's degree in human services. Grant writing experience preferred Counseling
skills preferred. Proficient

LEARNING SPECIALIST.
Educational Talent Search.
Full-time position to begin
as soon as possible. Qualifications Grant writing experience Masters degree
in education preferred
Teaching experience with
disadvantaged high school
with computers and net- students. Proficient with
working. Responsibilities' computers and networking
Conducts group and indivi- Responsibilities' Respondual sessions with particip- sible for coordinating tutorants. Travels extensively in ial program Develops and
the target area (Western, maintains a resource file of
KY) Conducts participant learning materials Moniworkshops Serves as liai- tors academic progress of
son person tareferral agen- participants. Provides
cies, and postsecondary workshops to participants
schools. Participates in Travels extensively to
educational and personal target area high schools.
diagnostic/prescriptive as- Salary to commensurate
sessment and planning. with experience Screening
Salary to commensurate to begin as soon as possiwith experience Screening ble. To apply, send letter of
to begin as soon as possi- application, resume, and
ble. To apply send letter of names and addresses of
application, resume, and three references to Barbara
names and addresses of Keel Educational Talent
three references to Barbara Search, Murray State UniKeel, Educational Talent versity, Murray. KY 42071
EOEMFVH
Search. Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071. LPN or -Certified Medical
Assistant for local PhysiE0E/MFVH.
cian's office Good pay and
-Upward---b-iaritirt
f5einTd:resumeip,,
1360nd Plogram.-17eit-Sme P 0 Box 1040o Murray,
(50%) to begin as soon as KY 42071
possible. Qualifications:
Grant writing experience. 13 IMMEDIATE OPENPreferred masters degree INGS NEED a job/ A
inhuman services or social GED') Hope for the future?
work. 'Require bachelors You may quality if You do
degree in education. Prefer not have your GED or high
TRIO experience. Profi- school diploma, 'You are
cient with computers. Re- between the ages of 16 &
sponsibilities: Coordinates 21 We are an E 0 E This
the career erliication com- prnject 4S- funded- by. the
ponent Teaches classes Western Kentucky Private
and seminars Conducts in- Industry Council- JTPA
dividual and group counsel- CallJTPA Out Of School
ing Coordinates activities 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
for summer program. Sal- 8a,m -11,30a m
ary commensurate with ex- PART-Time in afternoons
perience. Screening to be- for repair and
-maintenance
gin as soon as possible. To work on commercial buildapply send letter of applica- ing and grounds Must be
tion, resume, names and aggressive and capable Of
addresses of three refer- working alone Apply
at
ences to Barbara Keel, UpM&G Glass in Dixieland
ward Bound. Murray State
University, Murray, KY Shopping Center
42071
RECREATION Director,
DELIVERY person immediate opening, for
needed. Salary plus bonus. local YMCA. 30 hours per
18 years + license and in- week. Appropriate ,clegree
surance Good knowledge and 'or related expenence.
of area a plus. Apply in References required. Send
person to Gordon Daly. resume to P0 Box 947.
Murray Court Plaza, Room Murray, KY
24. Mon-Fri. 9am-12noon ROUTE SALES' GOOD
or 5pm-8pm: Tues-Sat.
PAY! GOOD FUTURE
DRIVERS Smallpackage de- GOOD BENEFITS!
livery. Drive company car. SchwanS Sales. No investEarn to.-#4550-wk. ment, paid training and excellent advancement op1-800-551-1736.
portunities Must be at least
LEARNING SPECIALIST: 21. years old and have a
Bound
Program.
Upward
good driving/employment
Full-time position to begin record Interested? For an
as soon as possible. Qual- appointment call
ifications: Grant writing ex- 1-800-336-7569 EOE
perience; Masters degree
in Education preferred SHEET metal apprentice
Teaching experience with needed for lecal heating &
disadvantaged students air firm call 753-8181 from
Proficient With computers 7 30am-4 30pm
Experience in coordination
090
of educational and tutorial
Situation
programs. ResponsibiliWanted
ties: Coordinates tutoring
program. Liaison with high
school' staff_ Coordinates
summer academic program. Monitors academic
progress of participants
Teaches seminars and
classes. Organizes enrichment programs. Salary
&nag%
commensurate with experiOwner
Waxing
ence. Screening to begin
BaerrY e
No Job
Winn
'fb.
To
as soon as possible.
Too Sena
TO1) Big
apply send letter of applica- (502) 426-2663
tion, resume, names and
addresses of /three refer- HOUSECLEANING, Murences to Barbara Keel, Up- ray & surrouMing area. ex
ward Bound, Murray State perienced. reliable Prefer
University, Murray, KY 4-6 hours. 1 or 2 days per
42071
week 437-4928

Have Mop " Will Trawl
Serviciog
Calloway
Gras ,f FAll C.

To order a retied and updated tatr.s it leatte Ih‘on.hest ...Aline is, k •N e.terda!, I oda:. and I ttre.er
',m ing
4.
'• plus SI po,w,
Ho. Astrolop Can Help N'ttu h nd N err Pla.e tit
1,,
Hot -II
k.e,s( ir \I., 64141 Make
Dixon. LAI Andrew. and 51, Sleet
Andrews and Nit. Steel I

What's as easy as
costs only

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

a clay,

attracts readers like a

( wow.° row
SACK

causes your

✓\

puts

in your
, and can be as

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
,sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

5
-.-

much
fun as a
rof

full

? A little ci

in classified, that's what!

Murray Ledger &.Times
Classified Department
753-1916 or 753-1917

Miirray Ledger & Times
dl

BABY Furniture: Crib, mattress, 4 drawer chest and 3
drawer chest/changing
table, $300 527-0900.

PROFESSIONAL housecleaning by the lob or by the
hour 436-2780 after 3pm

DINING Room set Rectangle table with 6 chairs, light
solid pine, matching china
cabinet. $1200 set, will take
$400 489-2869

WILL do babysitting in my
home Experienced
mother call Melissa
759 4555
WILL sit with the elderly or
sick Call 753 4590 for
information
100
Buskins
Opportunity
ENTREPRE-IOURS
wanted for a great business
Call
opportunity
1-800-395-8537

DUNCAN Phyfe Cherry Dining Room Suite Hutch.
buffet, table, 6 chairs
753-4827
FOR Sale-Reasonable
Prices. Dining room suite,
includes table, 5 chairs,
buffet and 4 plate china
cabinet. Also for sale, complete set of fine china in
Spring Meadow pattern.
Call 753-3635 before 9prn
for appointment to see.
FULL-Size tied with mattress End tables and coffee table with glass tops
Excellent condition
753-7687

1985 IROC 1986 Iroc
1988 lroc 1991 Camaro
RS 753-4509

10
To-Buy-

Wanted to

Purchase

FULL size-Jenny Lind bed.
Singer treadle sewing machine. 527-8078.
LIVINGROOM Sofa, blue
and white. 77, ft. Good
$225.--7-51-4440_
after 4.30pm.

CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each
527-2932
PALLETS
436-5430

40x48

Cream blue and rose.
Also, two table lamps
759-9872

210
Firewood
DON'T wait until winter to
get wood We will cut and/
or split your wood for you
now Ask for John
759-9710
FIREWOOD, green or seasoned 753-5476
FIREWOOD 436-2744

35mm MINOLTA Camera
Has flash and extra lens
$65 753-3119 after 3pm
BATTERIES A complete
line for cars, trucks tractors motorcycles lawnmowers We offer service
and installation Keith's
Lawn & Tractor 80 E Main
St 759-9831
CAMOUFLAGE clothing
for all ages Steel-toe and
regular woik boots Insulated Cover-ails Hunting
supplies Jerry s Sporting
Goods, 6th and Walnut
Mayfield KY
FISHER Ma Ma Bear wood
stove Call 753-3076 after
5pm

A FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667.
GET good, green firewood
now, and have it ready for
winter. James Sills.
753-4120. ,
220

Musical
BALDWIN organ, $1750
527-0900
PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661
SOUND MASTER RECORDING. 16-Tracks, albums, demos, sound
tracks, jingles Benton, KY
527-0453.

IBM Selectric typewriter
Good condition 753-6655
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
RESTAURANT Equipment, dishes and utensils
1319 Wood East, Paris
TN 901-644-0187
STUDENT Desks Wood
39°x21 Many to choose
from in light and dark finish
S25ea See at 405 S 4th
753 7668
St or

250
BUih1M

Services
PRIVATE Investigato
D.B.A. Confidential Investi
gations, Southside Shop
ping Center. Suite 0102
Murray, 753-2641
270
Mobil*
-Homes For Sal*
12X60, 2BEDRM with ap
436-2920 after 4pm
12x70, 2BR, 753-7573
1962 LIBERTY mobile
home 10x45. Condition fair
$1500. 753-9992.
1982 SCHULT, 14x52, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, all
aHyumishedr
all appliances, excellent
condition, must be moved
$7500 or best offer
354-9028
1983, 14x60 $500 down,
$160/mo 753-6087
1984 DOUBLEWIDE 3br, 2
bath, ruse type roof, masonite siding Central H'A
Must move 437-4092
1991 BELMONT 14x70
2Br,2 baths Built in stereo
Sell for pay-off 753-3310
753-8238
1992 14 wide 2bdrm,
Northern Zone Package,
only $146/mo Gateway
Mobile Homes Phone
527-1427
29R 2 bath 14x70 centrai
HA 489-2994
EXTRA clean 10x50 with
an extended living room
New carpeting, new paint
gas heat, stove and rerrig
753-2047
FREE underpinning with
purchase of any 1991 Mobile Home. Hurry. only a
few left. Offer gbdd thru
10-10-91. Gateway Mobile
Homes. Benton Ky
502-527-1427
USED 10-12-14 & lloubleikides, all locaVtrades,
starting at $1495. Some in
need of repair Gateway
Mobile Homes, Benton. Ky
502-527-1427

Mobile

beds 759-1828, 75-2446. SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
Bogard Trucking & Exca- electric or gas. Walking disvating Inc.
tance to college 753-5209

Jrir:

USED office desks, chairs,
filing cabinets (some fireproof) See at 4th and Elm
St or call 753-7668 days,
753-2394 nights

WOOD stove in excellent
condition 753-1755

TAPPAN Electric furnace,
heat and air. $100-Firm.
753-9992.

TOPSOIL - pickup or we
Homes For Rent
deliver. 753-0277 or
759-1090. Welch Sand and BEAUTIFUL 14x70 2br, 2
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo, bath. Jacuzzi, central HA
Ky
$250/mo. + deposit. Hwy
Tor, Soil, good rich dirt. 68 and Jonathan Creek
Ideal for yards anp plant 362-7429 lOarn-9pm

ALMOND G E refrigerator
& electric stove 435-4169

WALKER, swing, high
chair, crib sheets Matching
comforter, crib sheet, dust
ruffle, bumper pad and
diaper stacker 527-0900.

or

LOVE Seat like new. pliances & wood flue

Accounting and
QUEEN size brass bed,
headboard footboard,
or Tax Practice in
rails $75 753-6701,
Paducah or
762-6991
200
Murray area.
s- Awls
Reply to -P.O.Equipment
Box 1040-Q,
PULSAR CompoLoct Bow.
Vully loaded, :nduiies arMurray, Ky.
rows. Ready to hunt. $125.
42071
Call anytime. 489-2982.
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
alter 5pm

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
recently bought a fine
stamp collection, U S
blocks and plate blocks
Excellent U.S and foreign
coins also available along
with silver dollars, proofs
sets, coin and stamp supplies. If we don't have it,
we'll order it. We buy coins
and stamps and appraise
estates Visit us at Book
Flack (Dixieland ,Shopping
Center, Murray), Treasure
House (Southside Manor,
Murray), Ox-Yoke Antiques
(Hazel)and Mercantile(Aurora). 753-4161

BUYS ARE
WAITING...
IN THE CLASSIROS'
Whether you re in the
market tor a washing

machine or a gym

•-•;j' •

set

you'll find it in

Miierray
Ledger & Times

1,,Ax
coo'
cts Real Estate Auction
vv

attracts a

ICWORIZOW

WANTED Alterations to do
in my home Expenenced
alteration lady new to the
area 753 1379

Ake

Friday Oct.4th 1991 at 5:30 p.m. at the corner of
North 12th & Sharp.(300 North 12th St.)This is
a corner lot and has approximately 152'of street
frontage. A nice house with vinyl siding,central
heat & air, 2 bedrooms downstairs, 1 large
bedroom upstairs, one bath, livingroom, eat in
kitchen, half basement, zoned B-4. A very
desirable piece of property. Mrs. Rubye Wilcox
owner.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of Auction.
Balance in 30 days with passing of deed. This
auction held jointly with Home Sellers Realty
1901 IN: 12th St. Paul Daily Jr. 4roker 753-0375
and Dan Miller 'Auctioneer 435-4144.

--

V, •
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CLASSIFIEDS
310

490

410

Pubic
Sale

Want
To Rent
MIDDLE aged, profes
sionai couple, no children,
ciesires to rent nice, clean
;- 4 hed,00rr, home in Mur
•a* area 753:8766 leave
—ossagc-

•

WELL established grocery/ FARRIS Auction Company
restaurant and barbeque W Dan Farris, Auctioneer,
pit on highway 121 in Col- P.0 Box 149, Hazel, KY
dwater For sale or lease (502) 492-8796/8795 We
due to health problems appraise and sell it all
Owner financing possible
to qualified buyer
430
489-2150
Reel
Estate
370
BOB HALEY. Real Estate
Apartments
Livestock
Sales and Appraisals
For Rent
& Supplies
Roberts Realty 753-1651
1.2 or 3 BEDROOM turn- 14 OPEN Crossbred heif- or 489-2266
shed apartments near ers averaging 700Ibs,
kASU "536111 days or (Santa Gertrudis, Simmen- FOR Sale or Lease 3Br
753-0606 ,lights
tal sired) All heifers are condominium. Wheel-chair
calfhood
vacinated. Call accessible, 753-3293,
28R beck duplex, edge of
753-9778, 492-8302, KOPPERUD Realty offers
town 7534109
753-5890 after 6pm
a large number of choice
ALMOST new 2br luxury.
residential building lots for
energy efficien
'lex HUDSON Company. Sad- sale both in-town and
apartment
dles, Bridles 8 Horse sup- county wide selection
Appl
plies 759-1823 or Choice of price ranges
eposit re753-1222
753-4545
0 pets 753-7185
f. appointment
KOPPERUD REALTY ofNEARLY new brick duplex
fers a complete range of
2br ac, gas heat, all apReal Estate services with a
pliances, no pets. $475/mo
AKC puppies Various wide selection of quality
753-7688 or 759-4703.
breeds 615-746-5355
homes, all prices.
SMALL 1Br lakefront apart753-1222.
toll free
AKC Registered Collie
ment in Panorama Shores
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
Puppies
7wk
old
Sable
Appliances and utilities in711L
c!uded Fireplace, small and white and Or-color
$100-125
901243-7237
deci, Lease references,
440
aeposit required No pets
AKC registered, red, Toy
Lots
436-2484
Dachund puppies
For Sele
TAKING applications for $100/ea. 901-352-2416.
MOBILE home lots in
serstion 8 rent subsideBd DAISY Grooming Monday- scenic acres near East
apartments 1,2 & 3 bed- Saturday, by appointment Elementary School. City
rooms Apply Hilidale Apts 753-7819
water, $3850 753-7668
Hardir Ky or call
days, 753-2394 nights.
HAVE
an
obedient,
safe
502-43'-4113 EHO
dog for show or home WOODED lots in LynClasses or private lessons nwood Heights SubdiviServing Murray for over siorr. 2:3 miles west-of-Mur-12yrs 436-2858
ray. Hard surfaced roads,
city water, natural gas, caPEG'S Grooming
blevision, reasonably re753-2915
stricted for cottage only
3BR almost new house in
Westwood 1713 Oakhil RAT Terrier, adults various 753-5841 or 753-1566.
ages 753-2293
Dr $475.mo 759-4406
WOODED lot in Candelite
Estates near Almo.
100x195 City water and
natural gas, $3450
753-7668 days, 753-2394
nights

RJR HOME REPAIRS

GENERAL REPAIRS, PAINTING, AND PAPERING
SIDING, WINDOWS AND DOORS
DECKS PATIOS, AND STORAGE BUILDINGS
WELDING
Robert J. Rutherford

(502)753-0468

460

Homes
For Sale
2BR, 1 bath. Good condition 3 miles from Murray on
Coles Campground Rd
753-5484
3BR, 2 bath, Central HiA
Near Murray High
$73,000 753-5644
3BR 2 bath, near Wildcat
Creek Poplar Springs Rd
502-628-3850

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
ID.rs open at 6.001
Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
south to Sq. Hate Road, npht on Sq Hale Road

mile

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
Murray
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental Genera! CNA. Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual. Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
-erry at. 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

3BR,2 bath. 3 miles East of
town. 1750 sq. ft. Livingroom. diningroom, oak cabinets, ceiling fans. Beautifully decorated. 24x24 detached garage Mid $50's
753-0954
3BR brick home 3 miles
East of Murray. $38,000 11
years old. 759-1584.
3BR, LVRM, Kit, DINRM,
UTILRM, Lots of cabinets
and closets Approximately
1900 sq.ft. living area and
full BSMT + GAR. 100x295
lot Call 753-9376 after
6pm

CAR Stereo Installatldn
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Si7cialist, Dixieland
Center, I block frorn MSL
dorms
1984 CAMARO 2-28 Ex
cellent condition Loaded
new tires Must sell
753-3532
1985 AMC Eagle Wagon
4x4, 68,000 miles, power
and tilt steering, cruise control $3800 436-2417 after
4:30pm

1991 Cadillac
Deville - 4 dr.,
loaded with all power
equipment. 2 to
choose,from.
1991 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Cierra - 4
door, auto.,A/C,
miles, .
- 13,000
1991 Chevrolet
Corsica LT -4 door,
auto., A/C,9,000 or
less. 2 to choose from
1991 Chevrolet
Silverado - long
wheel base, manual
transmission, AMFM stereo, A/C, 7,500
miles, 1 owner.
1989 Cadillac
Seville - 4 dr., loaded
with every-thing, 1
owner, TN car.
1989 Oldsmobile 98
Regency
Brougham - white
with blue leather,
29,000 miles, local 1
owner.
1989 Oldsmobile
Regency
Brougham - 44,000
miles, 1 owner, lady
driven, cloth interior,
all the options.
1989 Mercury Sable
GS - 6 cyl., auto.,
power windows,
power door locks,
alloy wheels, 41,000
miles, clean.
1989 Ford Crown
Victoria - 29,000
miles, 1 owner car,
power seats,
everything.

753-0724.

1987 Buick Century
TOP Condition! 3 Bed- Custom - 4 door,
room, 2 bath redecorated auto., A/C, 30,000
home New central gas actual miles, 1 local
heat and CIE air. Located owner.

WATERFRONT Ky lake
subdivision. 4br, 2 bath,
w/covered dock. 354-6006.

40
AUto
Services
1985 PLYMOUTH Reliant
SW Loaded 489-2994
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

1985 COUGAR RX7 4
Cyc turbo Grey, clean
loaded 63,500 miles
$3200 759-4706 after
5pm
1986 HONDA Civic DX
$3150 527-1440 before
2pm, Mon Fri 437 4534
weekends anytime
1987 WHITE Honda Pre
lude 52,xxx miles Price
negotiable 492-8104

Vans

1987 Chevrolet S10
- extend cab, 4 wheel
APPALACHIAN Log Struc- drive, Tahoe package,
tures_ Model home now auto., alloy wheels,
open on Hwy 280E (Potter- see this one.
town Rd). For information
and appointment call 1987 Oldsmobile
436-2040.
Delta 88- burgundy
with burgundy cloth
POSSIBLE Owner Financint.,
AM- ,A/C,
ing 413r, 3 bath home on
Plainview Dr. $105,000 solid car.

on 17i acre. Offered at
$46,250. This includes
satellite dish. MIS 82671.
Call Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.

1985 CAMARO Z 28
loaded 305 T P•I Excel
lent condition 753 6063 at
ter 5pm

1985 AUDI 5000S turbo,
auto, PtS, P/B, P/W, P/L, 1988 BERETTA $5000
moonroof, heated 4pos OBO 753-6520
mom seats, 109K miles 87-91 AUTOMOBILES No
New Turbo 93K Only SS down-No credo check
$4,295, great road car
Make low monthl) paoments
Save $29,995 from new 1-800-365-4714, 24 hrs
sticker See at Raceway
Corner 4th 8 Poplar
753-9586 before 5pm,
406
753-6513 after 5

USED
CAR
LISTING

1986 Pontiac
Parisienne
Brougham - 52,000
miles, 1 local owner,
full power, cleanest
in town

1985 Buick
LeSabre Ltd. 62,000 miles, A/C,
super clean.

Peppers
ChevroletOldsmobile
Cadillac-Geo, Inc.
tha,,,

530

530

Used
Cars

1979 CHEVY Conversion
Van. Excellent condition.
Low miles, Many Extes.
436-2858.
1989. MAZDA MPV. 3
seats, V-6, 29,000 miles.
$11,500. 753-5949

500
Used
Trucks

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
plianoe Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848
ATTENTION/ homeowners
and property management
companies For painting.
light maintenance and
hauling call Pat 492-8869

TWO 17ft boats, $495/ea
One 17ft boat, motor and
trailer, $2500 OBO $3000
takes all three 759-9710,
ask for John

HADAWAY Construction:
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering. No job too
small 436-2052.

DIAL Builders. No job too
small Remodeling, pole
barn, additions and new
home construction,
436-5272

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates. 759-1683.

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration. Installation and repair, Free estimates 753-7203.

Backhoe Service

Offered

Services
Offered

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing. gravel, sand,dirt, drive
way rock 753 4545
753 6763 759 1823

T C. Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical- Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm.

WILL do plumbing installa
bon and repairs All guaran
teed 435-4169

CUSTOS,' KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Behund Bunny Bread)

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved.
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate.

753.5960

J.B's Secretarial Service.
Will type college student
reports and term papers,
also do secretarial work
overload. Call Terry,
492-8869.

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors. Free estimates. Wulff's Recovery
Murray. 436-5560.

'Septic Tanks
•Sewers
•Foundations
'hauling, etc.

Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky. 42025

A LICENSED electrical
contractor: JAMES C. GALLIMORE ELECTRIC. Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient-service. 759-1835.

624 N. 4th St.,

(502) 759-4664

Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying Free HANDYMAN will do odd
estimates. 753-0906 after carpentry lobs 753-6416 or
Spin; 759-9816, 753-04954' 492-8637 after 5pm
ALPHA Builders- Carpen- HANDYMAN will do plumbtry, remodeling, porches, ing, electric and carpentry
roofing, concrete, drive- Reasonable rates
ways, painting, mainte- 753-9838
nance, etc_ Free estimates
489-2303.

Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.

MURRAY Fence Co. Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential, commercial. Free
estimates. 753-9785 or
753-3254.

We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

PAINTING interior and exterior. Quality work. Over
wyears experience. Ralph
Worley. 759-4555_

APPLIANCE REPAIR

PAINTING-Interior and Exterior. Free estimates.
Small repairs, Reasonable
rates. 753-6844.

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

PHONE:
502-437-3026

Mathis Transmission
Service

MITCHELL Paving. Seal
coating and hauling. Over
30yrs:experienoe Free estimates. 753-1537 or
753-1221.

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates. Call
474-2307,

Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

SteelesiAllbritten Inc.
••-

.17,/ Smith
Masonry

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chnsman. 492-8742.

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,'
concrete work,sidewalks& patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35; all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
guarantee Our Work

ANY remodeling, painting
& roofing. References
759-1110
EtACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664
BACKHOE service David
Burkeen Septic systems,
basements, foundations,
driveways, gravel, dirt,
sand, mulch, rip rap placing 474-2103
BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing_ Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks. 30yrs experience
13yrs. in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

d90

• Used
Cars
TACO JOHN'S has management opportunities available in Murray and
surrounding area. Salary $25,000 or
more per year. We are currently accepting applications for manager trainees.
Only neat and clean, honest hardworking people need apply. Training
wage $7.00 per hour. Experience helpful but not necessary. Apply in confidence to your local TACO JOHN'S
restaurant or send your resume to:
HALVORSON MANAGEMENT CO.
1014 Paris Road
Mayfield, KY 42066

1979 CUTLASS Supreme
Auto, power, runs good
Needs minor repairs $600
OBO 762-4201, Ray
1979 THUNDERBIRD
V-8 Very clean No rust
Runs great 753-9279 days
and evenings

riVraz

'The only deal in loam."

600 Tyson Ave.
Hwy. 79 - South
Paris, Tennessee,,
642-3900 or
1-800-325-3229 %

BULLDOZING and backhoe 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available
CH1M Chum Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191.

1982 BUICK Regal Sun
roof, good car Must Sell,
753-1651 or 489-2266
ALPINE AM/FM Cornpact Disc in-dash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music,
15yr. Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St
753-0113.

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.
W(- do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sale's do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.

1980 BUICK Century
Cheap 753-8417

a
Alt

Excellent red brick ranch on quiet street. Great I ii
retirees or young family. At $38,900 it offers 2
bedrooms I bath. beautiful lot with trees. MLS
#3544.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

LON

15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates

PLUMBING - Free estimates. Affordable rate.
Same day service. All work
guaranteed. 492-8816.

Specializing in

WILL do light carpentry
work, such as paneling, dry
wall or insulation 753-7044
after 5pm

WILL do yard work of any
kind Also wood for sale
THE Gutter Co Seamless 759-4401 Ask for John
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licenced, in- WILLIAMS Concrete Ser
sured Estimate available vice Low prices, free esti
mates 354 9397
759-4690

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255.

530

Sorricot

Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel
Best Prices
* Quality Results *

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re-roots Written guarantee Local references
753-5812

Roy Hill

75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor. Excellent
Condition -$700. Call
James at 435-4426.

Give Year Mobile Bone Al
Week New Look
We Do Cleaning
& Painting
Budd Roofoven, Storage
Buildings & Decks
Install Combo,Single &
Patio Doors, K-Rok &
T-Lok Vinyl Skirting
White & Silver Roof
Coatings & Exterior
St Intenor Windows
See Us For All Your
Mobile Home Needs
Miller Furnaces and Air
Conditioning

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service Call Gary at
759-4754

1990 CHEVY Silvered°
350, 5-speed, alum
FENCE sales at Sears
wheels, loaded. 12,000 now Call Sears 753-2310
miles. 753-9861.
_for_ free_ estimate for your
needs
sin
GAS Work. Natural and LP
New -installations and serCampers
vice. Licenced and bonded.
15FT Travel Trailer, sleeps For your safety, have your
4 with awning. 436-2664. gas furnace or stove serv1971 COACHMAN Cam- iced and inspected before
per. Sleeps 6, AC/Heat, winter Carter Service
Company. Ercel and Phillip
bath with Reeces hitch
$800 OBO 753-8818 after Carter. 753-4684.
3pm
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
1991 NEWMAR Kountry
Star 26ft. travel trailer. De- 436-2642
luxe interior Thermal insu- GERALD WALTERS.
lated. Foreward kitchen. Roofing, vinyl siding, paintCentral A/C Brand new. ing. Free estimates. 18
Must sell because of aller- years experience. Local regies to
pollens. ferences. 489-2267.
502-821-0219.
GUTTERING By Sears:
Sears reSidential and com620
mercial continuous gutters
Boats
installed for your specifica& Motors
tions, Call Sears 753-2310
1965 RUNABOUT in good for free estimate.
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425
24FT CREST II Pontoon
Boat. 75HP Johnson. New
top, floor and carpet, excellent condition $4000.
753-8809

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

Service.
Offered
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Today is Tuesday, Oct. 1, the 274 day of 1991. There are 91 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Thirty years ago, on Oct. 1, 1961, Roger Mans of the New York Yankees hit his 61st home run during a 162-game season, compared to Babe

entry
;, dry
7044
talla-

aran-

f any
sale
Ser
esti

Ruth's 60 home runs during a 154-game season. Mans' 61st homer was
off Boston's Tracy Stallard at Yankee Stadium.
On this date:
In 1800, Spain cedexl Louisiana to France in a secret treaty.
In 1885, special delfvery mail service began in the United States.
In 1890, Congress passed the McKinley Tariff Act, which raised tariffs
to a record level.
In 1903, the Pittsburgh Pirates defeated the home team Boston Pilgrims
(Red Sox), 7-3, in the first World Series game. Boston, however, went on
to win the series, five games to three.
In 1908, Henry Ford introduced the Model T automobile to the market,
at a cost of $825 per car.
In 1936, Gen. Francisco Franco was proclaimed the head of an insurgent Spanish state.
In 1940, the first section of the Pennsylvania Turnpike, 160 miles in
length, was opened to the public at the stroke of midnight.
In 1943, Allied forces captured Naples during World War II.
In 1949, Communist Party Chairman Mao Tse-tung raised the first flag
of the People's Republic of China in a proclatnation ceremony in Beijing.
Ten years ago: President Reagan told a nationally broadcast news conference that the U.S. would defend the oilfields of Saudi Arabia against
anyone who threatened the flow of oil to the West.
Five years ago: Former President Jimmy Carter's presidential library
and museum were dedicated in Atlanta with help from President Reagan.
who said he and his predecessor had come together in "mutual respect.'
One year ago: President Bush, addressing the U.N. General Assembly,
again condemned Iraq'
s takeover of Kuwait, but also suggested an unconditional military withdrawal could help speed an end to the Arab-Israeli
conflict. Air Force Gen. Curtis E. LeMay died at March Air Force Base,
Calif., at age 83.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Walter Matthau is 71. Actor James Whitmore
is 70. Former President Carter is 67. William Rehnquist,-chief jusTice 01
the United States, is 67. Actor Tom Bosley is 64. Actor George Peppard
is 63. Actor Richard Harris is 61. Actress-singer Julie Andrews is 56.
Baseball hall-of-famer Rod Carew is 46.
Thought for Today: "The trouble with the rat race is that even if you

II

win, you're still a rat." — Lily Tomlin, comedian (1939- ).

Ten years ago
The dedication of the Old
Freight Depot in Murray-Calloway
County Park as the home of Community Theatre will be tonight at 7
p.m. Nash Cox, director of Kentucky Arts Council, will be the
guest speaker. He will be introduced by Libby Hart.
Murray Mayor Melvin Henley
reflects about his administration in
an

article

Osborne,

written

by Phyllis J.

Murray Ledger & Times

staff writer.
Nancy Ellen Garrison, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Garrison, is
enrolled as a first year student at
the University of Mississippi Law
School at University, Miss.
Rachel Christopher, Susan K.
Dunman, Ann Mathis and Beth E.
Sanderbeck are new staff members
at Library
University.

at

Murray

State

Twenty years ago

Woman's C!LI:n
Thirty years ago

Murray State University's enrollment of 7,063 students shows a
slight increase from a year ago,
according to Wilson Gantt, dean of
admissions and registrar.
Marc Hayes, Murray State University graduate student in Communications, son of Dr. and Mrs.
James Hayes, was awarded a oneyear $2,400 graduate fellowship

ers at services at

/ Murray-Calloway County Air"port was named as Kyle Field in
honor of the late Verne 0. Kyle,
original member of the board and
ardent supporter of an airport in
Murray and Calloway County. The
airport dedication will be Oct. 2)S.
Sandy Lilly, daughter of Mr. and
through Education Professional _
Mrs. G.T. Lilly, was named a semiDevelopment Act.
finalist in the 1961-62 National
Births reported include a boy to
Merit Scholarship Program, accord;
Mr. and, Mrs. Colin P. Ferguson,
ing to Fred Schultz, principal of
Sept. 23; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Murray High School.
Births reported include a girl to
James R. Carson, Sept. 24; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Roger A. Little, Sept.
Mr. and Mrs. William Mx
20.
McCuiston, Sept. 25; a boy to Mr.
Mrs. Lillian Lowry reviewed
and Mrs. Donald Coffer and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cope,
books at a meeting of the Alpha
Sept. 26.
Department of Murray Woman's
Dr. Frank Kodman Jr. spoke
Club.
about "National Human Growth
Kenneth Glass, Baptist Student
Foundation, Inc.," at a meeting of
Union director, and the Rev. T.G.
Zeta Department of the Murray Shelton, retired minkter, are speak-

you for writing to acknowledge
your guilt. Perhaps your letter
will cause others who witness a
crime to call the police immediately.
DEAR ABBY Please settle an
argument I am having with a friend.
She says it's tacky to state on an
invitation - raabridal shoyver where
rbe-hrtde-rsTegiFteredI say it is a proper way to let
people know where they can buy a
gift. And if doesn't mean that everyone invited to the shower has to
buy the gift at that store.
Ifyou think it is considered tay kv.

DEAR ABBY: Nearly every day, inspired the social psychologists to
we read or hear about a major crime study the apathy ofout-I-don t-want(such as murder, that was commit- to-get-involved- society so prevalent
ted. in the 'presence of many wit- in our nation today.
They concluded that when more
nesses, but nobody called the police
until after it was too late to save the than one person witnesses a crime,
victim_
there is a "diffusion- of responsibilHave we forgotten Kitty ity — all the witnesses assume that
Genovese, Who was Stabbedln three -someone else" will call the police. So
separatethan half nobody tails.
an hour in the courtyard of her New
I am not, proud of the fact thaj I
York apartment while 38 neighbors have been guilty of the above attiwatched and did nothing? Only one tude. Please print this.
NEVER AGAIN IN N.Y.C.
person called the police — and that
was after Kitty wa.s already dead!
DEAR NEVER AGAIN:Thank
That happened in 1964, but it
-

on Sept. 6 in Korea.

The Ellis & Myers Popcw,-,
Company, owned by Herman K
Ellis and Adolphus (Skeet) Mycrs
is now open, at Nazel..
New officers of Temple Hi

s

Chapter No. 511 Order of the East
ern Star arc Alba Williams, W.0
Williams, Beurdean Wrather. John
Grogan, Modean Grogan. Neuman
Grogan, Dorothy Sue Miller. Rhon
da Nell Herndon. Jessie Lee, Virg:-

nial Galloway, Ruby Roberts, Alrrd
Roberts, Ruby Grogan, Farthia

Morris, Julia GrEin and Jac,:
Griffin.
Mr. and

Wood,

Mrs. Herbert

were married for 50 years
22.

on Sep

please. suggest
letting people kr.
needs. I di, not
in,
Yrne to ask ,..h( r- 4.
A BRME Wilt
PI- I,
DEAR BRIDE: Stating on tbr:
shower invitation where tin•
--not
:
it is a-vonvisnience to those---invited to the shower. Of course
they have the option of buying a
shower gift elsewhere- if they
choose.
()[:-*AR

\

1;ts trirl%

.,.•
let- ;-;bie

THE FAR SIDE

- By GARY LARSON

r

' 'P

A HUNDRED ANO SIXTY714REE OUT OF A
i4Lo4oczEC, AND
SIXTY- F

BROTHER

I'LL GO TWO OUT OF

Forty years ago
Sgt. Elbert L. Morgan Jr., 21.
has been reported killed in ai.Tion

Dear Abby

LONDIE
ARE YOU
I'LL LET THE
STARTING YOUR
FLIP OF
DIET ,Ztl4IS COIN i
41 TONIGHT, DECIDE

Memorial hap:-

Church today.

Daily Comics

ns
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apart. Anil
sand the: ir
,ad cur hul.rndl-,
tiIn,, said the %owofthe time we don't
A MORRISVILLE. P.A .
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e,

CALVIN and HOBBES
*NEN 43Q DtSC.COES2
I'M %CLANG
53itzinkttsK3,'MIZE ALINED
ThE C_REEK
BACK IN
TO tslARE IT AND R.IT
A SIGN
TI-IE WOODS
ChoiONIS CVO.:

WIN()
SIGN?

Dr. Gott
DEAR DR. GOTT Nlv 38-‘ear hI
husband has rheumatoid- arthritiS for
which he takes Voltaren and pi edm
sone _ We've been trying to , oncer,

tCr4.4.-5

CATHY
I ONLY BOUGHT THIS SIVEATER
TO LOOK BEAUTIFUL FOR /1440U.
THAT'S A WHOLE DIFFERENT
THING, IRVING.

VDU SPENT
11150 ON A
NEW 6011
CLUB??

WHEN I SPEND rnoxer,
BECAUSE I'm THINKING Of
YOU! WHEN ‘IOU SPEND MONEY,
IT'S BECAUSE WIXRE THINKING
Of YOU! ALL IRE MONEY IS
GOING TO You!

Aff GIRLFRIEND: MASTER Of
E tit VOLVO* GUILT ACCOUNT.

Omens(and their meanings)

Crosswords

red

7(`

ACROSS
1 Harbor
5 Wink rapidly
8 A Wiiscn

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
E-11ER SINCE I
&AWED 1IfietcT6
WC9K,11-115 PLACE- ,
HAS DETERiORFICED!

r(JSF-D

LOOK

Frr rr!- I

To PIAVE EVERY-

THING Wt4E-FLcJRS
CLEIIN,BEIDS MADE"THERE 1.0F1SN'T R
ReCNI IN TritS
HcOSE"WIRT WHSNT
SPC5U !

I HAT-e AMESSV
HoW AM I GOING 0
HfiNIDLE UJORK

-THiS-TOo`?

12 Without end
13 Mountain on

i Crete

LDWEA Vouti
STPOIDARD3

Inner

YOLI MIGHT HAVE. TROUBLE
WITH THIS ONE

NEW MAILMAN,
GARFIEL V

pattern
45 Map

Hebrides
15 Recommit
17 Prohibited
19 Figure of
speech

GARFIELD
YOU MEAN THE GOY WITH
'I HATE CATS" i3RANDE2
ON HIS FOREHEAD?

--1

20 Gives up
21 Former
Russian ruler
23 Danish
island
24 Windmill
sail
26 Walks
unsteadily
28 Litchi
31 Proceed
32 Ship channel

1

,

3

48 Keep
50 - of Nations
51 Baltic Sea
feeder
52 Be in debt

DOWN

rr

_ )

'
!-,vr'fil'A-r‘o%ry'VM
.71-`94rn-Perfr)
Pm0

6 Paid notice

2 Above
3 Distant

5

'0

8

11

14

13
i8

,

16

25

sparse

23

22

21
i

blzei

28

27

26

29

30

PEANUTS

/
41k
ZA vtBES1

34

III 37

36
_

35
39

43

41

40

38

45

Polius

•

49

‘,1

52
56

.

46

47

50
54
s31
5'

III

1391 United ,Feature Sndicate

-4

40 Fabricators
42 Tint
43 High school
dance
44 Mother of
Castor and
46 Hurries
47 Head Fr
49 At present

142

44

48

55

33

32

31

22 Daughter of
King Lear
23 Change
24 Mature
25 Court
27 Dine
29 Shoshonean
Indian
30 2.000 lbs
35 Tidier
36 Mohammedan
judge
37 Pilaf
ingredient
38 Scanty

20

19

24

10 Arrow poison
11 Cushions

6

SE
010 T
T E

18 High cards

capital

4 Snares
5 Proposition

0

16 Not remote

7 Flap
8 Less coarse
9 European

1 Saucy

4

15

_.

A
L 0C

54 Depression
55 Planet
56 Marry
57 Gaelic

12

__

D
A SE A
ORE
EM
I ZEN
C I
LO R
R
T ON
A.
0
A I
L
A
K'S

PACT
-D AR

41 Ascend
43 Tartan

14 Island of

LioA

Answer to Previous Puzzle

33 As tar as
34 Vast age
36 Supply, cook
and serve
food
38 Males
39 Verve

50 Conducted
53 Pronoun

our second child and have been unable
Ii) do so. Could the methcation affort
. [Os ph'. his ability to fulfill our wish'
sician has suggested that he go off the
medication for just a month yet he s
in such pain that I'm always the 'ire
who makes him stay on it on a regular
basis.
- DEAR READER Predmsone C
interfere with the production of
sperm. This would be an unusual side
effect of the drug. but it has been re:
ported to oecur Voltaren does not ,if
feet fertilify.
With the many antearthriti's melt
cations available. I am surprised your
husband's physician has prescribed
both predmsone and Voltaren ord)
narily. Voltaren and similar meifi
canes) will control the pain of arthri
tis, without the need for predmsone a
steroid). which is powerful. leads to
many troublesome side effects such
as hypertension, diabetes and cat a
racts) and is usually reset-1,rd for pa
tients who don t. respond to safer
drugs
I think your husband should ,lisou
this with his doctor and request th,ii
the predmsone be temporarilv disci,
tinued.(The dose of the drug should he
slowly taperedif sudden cessation ill
be dangerous because the holy (-onto.;
to depend on the steroid
or a ,A411., h •
doses Of Voltaren
substitute, such as Laraine or M.: ,;n
may be necessary This •'ir:,on
should re-establish your husband's
fertility. if the prednisone Nt',4' ti
blame
To give you more allot ttiatt,r IAU!.
sending you a free copy of in'.
Met:
Report -Consumer Tips
ones Other readers who would t'•••
a copy should send El 25 plus a ioog
self-addressed. stamped envelope i:i
PO. Box 91369, Cleveland. OH 44100
3369 Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR (;OTT l'Ye experien(
severe and constant fatigue. ',,yy
grade fever, recurring sore thr,,at
muscle weakness and numbness
face and arms. My vision is Actor to
rating. I'm lightheaded and ha% c been
forced to take a seven-week leaye-or
absence from my work \,1 hat. might
my problem be'
DEAR RV.ADER I don't know
'our symptoms are too generai for
me to suggest a diagnosis 1 heilio.e

you would he hest served by seeing
your family doctor, who will examine
you fully and obtain blood tests and X rays Many diseases arc associated
with the stoptoms you describe.
doctor should be able to sort them out
in some parts of the country. I.y me
disease an infection spread by ticks
would be a distinct possibifity.- so
make sure that V01.11" doctor orders a
Lyme lood test •
If
'r ailment remains a pilule.
your physician can refer you to an ap
propnate specialist, such as in internist or a neurologist
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Obituaries
Mrs. Dorothy Chambers

Mrs. Nell Adams Woods
Services for Mrs. Nell Adams
Woods are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Jim Simmons and
the Rev. Charles Anderson are officiating. Music is by Eva Hale, soloist, Lucy Ann Forrest, organist,
and Anna Requarth, pianist.
Pallbearers are Frank Pool, Jerry
Stark, Chuck Williams, Kelley
Gene Woods, Kenny Oliver and
Randy Wilson.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Woods, 71, of 522 South
Seventh SL, Murray, died Sunday
at 11 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit
of Murray-Calloway County

Hospital.
She and her husband, Otis
Woods, who died March 6. 1990.
had operated Woods Florist in Benton, Murray and Mayfield.
Survivors are two sons. Dan
Woods and wife, Debbie. 603
South Ninth St.. Murray, and Wayne Woods and wife, Pam. Jackson,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Lou Ellen
Stark and husband, Charles B.. Rt.
2, Murray, Kirksey community'.
and Mrs. Blaine White and husband, K.T., Murray; one brother,
Joe B. Adams and wife, Gerthal.
Hazel: two grandchildren, Parnmy
Raines, Knoxville, Tenn., and
Danette Woods. Murray.

Mrs. Jeanne G. Tucker
The funeral for Mrs. Jeanne G.
Tucker was Monday at 11 a.m. in
the.chapel of Bym Feneral Home,
Mayfield. Dr. Cecil Kirk officiated.
Pallbearers were David Tucker,
Dennis Tucker, Lanice Cantrell,
Billy Cantrell, Joe Lye11 and Bob
Mabry.
Burial was in Mt. Olivet Cemetery, McKenzie, Tenn.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to American Cancer
Society.
Mrs. Tucker, 70, of 504 North

17th St., Mayfield, died Saturday at
3:20 p.m. at Heritage Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
Survivors are her husband,
George W. Tucker; one daughter.
Mrs. Sandra Tucker Cantrell, 1660
College Terrace, Murray; two sons,
David Tucker. 1112 West Broadway, Mayfield, and Dennis Tucter.
Lexington; two sisters, Mrs.
Katherine Varnell, Nashville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Lanier Mabry,
.
:Dr:
McKenzie. Tenn.; one brother
Thomas G. Gilbert Jr., Culpepper,
Va.: six grandchildren.

Hollie Alderdice
The funeral for Hollie Alderdice
is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
The Rev. Harry Nall and the Rev.
Ca'Win Clark are officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White is organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are Ben Cantrell,
Glenn Cantrell, Bill Alderdice, Joe
Mason Pentecost, Jim Cullivan and
Scotty Burton.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. Alderdice, 81, RL 8, Box
341, Murray, died Saturday at 2:03
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.

His wife, Mrs. Lucy Alderdice,
died March 18-, 199.
He was a member of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons, Cuba Lodge No. 644 Free
and Accepted Masons, and Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Hilda Cantrell, Palmersville,
Tenn.; two brothers, Hardin Alderdice and wife, Dixie, LAnville,
and Horice Alderdice and wife,
Kathleene, Ledbetter; several
nieces and nephews.

October begins fall forest fire season
FRANKFORT — Oct. 1 is the
beginning of the fall forest fire season, Donald A. Hamm, director of
the Kentucky Division of Forestry,
reminds Kentuckians.
The spectacular blaze of autumn
colors across the Commonwealth's
forestlands also can be accompanied by destructive forest fires.
"August, September, October, and
November are generally the driest
months of the year in Kentucky,"
Hamm said.
Kentucky law designates OcL 1
through Dec. 15 as "Fire Hazard
Season." For these two and onehalf months, the law prohibits
burning within 150 feet of the
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woods or burning anything capable
of spreading fire to the woods
except between the hours of 4:30
p.m. and midnight. This is called
the 4:30 Burning Law and is
intended to prevent fires.
"Even after 4:30 p.m., no one
should burn unless the air is calm
and there is adequate moisture in
the air to allow control of the fire.
It is also illegal to start a fire at
anytime on or near timberland
without taking all reasonable precautions to prevent its spread. The
same law requires all outdoor fires
to be attended until extinguished,"
Hamm said.
"Forest fires do multi-million
dollar damage to the forest-based
economy of Kentucky andare
something we cannot afford,"
Hamm said. All Kentuckians are
encouraged to get out and enjoy
our beautiful scenery but to exercise care with the use of fire in and
around the forests.

was the widow of Paul Chambers.

Final rites for Mrs. Dorothy
Chambers were Monday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Cloys Bruce officiated.
Burial was in Benton Cemetery.
Mrs. Chambers, 73, Benton, died
Sunday at 1 a.m. at her home. She

Survivors are one son, John
Chambers, Benton; two brothers,
Joe Beasley, Benton, and Charles
Beasley, Paducah; two grandchilderen, Kelly Chambers and Paul
Shannon Chambers, Benton.

Leo Zinkovich
Services for Leo Zinkovich, formerly of Hamlin and Almo, were
Wednesday, Sept. 18, in the chapel
of Browning Funeral Home, Evansville. Ind. Tho Rev. Robert Deig
officiated.
Burial was in St. Joseph Cemetery, Evansville.
Mr. Zinkovich, 67, Orange City,
Ha., died Sunday, Sept. 15, at 3:30
a.m. while visiting relatives at
Sylacuga, Ala.
He retired from the Evansville
Fire Department and moved to the
Kentucky Lake area in 1968. He

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:00 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:00
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

YOU'VE GOT TO SEE IT!

moved to Florida six years ago. He
was a Navy veteran of World War
11.
He had been a parishioner of St.
Leo Catholic Church, Murray.

Thousands
of

HY-KLAS
Paint Colors

Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Dolores May Zinkovich, to whom
he had been married for 45 years;
three sons, Michael Zinkovich,
Orange City, Patrick Zinkovich and
wife, Lisa, Rockledge, Fla., and
Joseph Zinkovich and wife, Theresa, Tampa, Fla.; one granddaughter, Katie.

Markham Drowns
Markham Drowns, 84, of 1600 Hunter Drowns.
Belmonte Dr., Murray, died MonSurvivors are two sisters. Mrs.
day at 9:45 a.m. at Murray- Allic Bernice Flood, Mayfield, and
Calloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Dorothy Casham, Sylmar,
-He Was married June 25, 1937, Calif.;.One niece; Six nephews.
to the former Mayme Glover, who
The funeral will be Wednesday
died Sept. 24, 1991.
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
A retired employee of Chrysler Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Corporation. Michigan, he was a Jim Simmons will officiate. Music
member of Memorial Baptist ,will be by Curt and Jane Simmons.
Church.
Burial will follow in Highland
Born Jan. 10, 1907, in Calloway Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
County, he was the son of the late
Friends may call at the funeral
Steven Almo Drowns and Elnora home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

at Great
Saving Prices.
Have You Been?

S. 12th St. Murray

9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Saturday,
Oct. 19 using the primary bands of
10 and 15 meters. If conditions are
favorable, some activity may take
place on the 20 and 40 meter bands
as well. In addition, the local twometer repeater (146.94/34) will be
available for any local talk in or
information requests.
Scheduled radio contact and
additional information may be
obtained by contacting Daniel
Smith, KD4BVL, National Scouting Museum, Murray State University, Murray, Ky. 42071, or by calling 502-762-3383.

First PDK meeting to focus on teleconference
or education. Refreshments will be
provided.
The format of the teleconference
program will be a three-member
panel made up of Carol O'Connell,
international president of PDK,
Lowell Rose, executive director of
the Foundation, and Arliss Roaden,
a member of the Foundation's
board of directors.
They will also have an opportunity to respond to questions.
Open to area educators and eligible graduate students in education,
the PDK chapter at Murray State
has 112 members. The educators
may be public school teachers or
administrators or be active in the
fields of adult and continuing education, teacher education or higher
education.

A teleconference titled "A
Celebration of Teaching" originating at the national headquarters of
Phi Delta Kappa (PDK) in Bloomington, Ind., will be the focus for
the first PDK chapter meeting of
the 1991-92 year at Murray State
University on Thursday evening,
Oct. 3.
To begin at 7 p.m. in the Mississippi Room of the Curris Center,
the 75-minute program will link
PDK chapters across the country
by satellite to kick off a year that
marks the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the founding of PDK's Educational Foundation.
Dr. John Guyton, chapter president, said the meeting is open to
anyone who has an interest in PDK

HOG MARKET

753-3642

HARDEN GRAIN
NOW ACCEPTING
GRAIN BANK CORN

Scout Jamboree on Air Oct. 19
The National Scouting Museum
in Murray will join more than
300,000 Scouts and non-scouts
around the world in the annual
Jamboree on the Air Oct. 19.
The museum, in association with
the Murray State University Amateur Radio Club, will' set up amateur radio station WB4NTB in
front of the main entrance of the
museum. The purpose of the event
is to try to contact as many Scouts
and non-scouts as possible using
Ham Radio from as many different
countries as possible.
The station will operate from

BELNAIR
DECOR STORE

for their

NEW FEED MILL

FREE
Storage On Corn
Used For Feed
Call for details. Ask for Jack.

HARDIN GRAIN
Hardin, Ky.
437-4102

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.
Visa4AC-Discover

INSURANCE

DJIA Previous Close......3016.77
Air Products...................673/4 +5/,
49B 491/2A
A.T.C. Class A
A T & T............. ..... 373/4 +1/4
200B
Bank of Murray*
.30 +1/1
Bell South
383/4 +34
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler.............................10 unc.
Dean Foods......._........ 311/1 -1/4
593/4 +1/4
Exxon
Fisher Price..................—273/4 -1/4
Ford Motor................ 301/, +1/,
693/4 +3/,
General Electric
General Motors
373/1 unc.
Goodyear ........................437/s unc.
I B M.....-....... ...........1023/4 -74
Ingersoll
+1/,
+1/2
K-Mart..._............
Ky. Utilities.....................251/2 -Vs
Kroger ..-...-......-............171/4 +1/4
L G & E................ .....4414 +1/s
McDonalds ...................—351/4 +1/4
J.C. Penney.................... 503/4 -1/4
Peoples First"
2311 24A
5117/, unc.
Quaker Oats..
561/2 +3/1
Schering-Plough
Sears..... ..................... 383/, -1/.

+1/4
Time Warner

53I/ +1/1

UST
Wal-Mart

481/4 -1/4
,

48'4 +34

Federal-Slate Market News Service October 1, 1991
Kentucky Purchase Are Hog Market Report Inciudes 4
Buying Stations Receipts: Act624,Est.310 Barrows dr Gilts
,
1.90 higher, Sows 1.110 higher.
Sac 25475
US 1-2 2:30.250 bs
442.25-44.75
US 1.2 2111.230 bs
Vit 75-45.25
US 2-3 124-20 bs
5417544.75
US 3-4 20.279 bs
Sows
.—$34.00-3500
US 1-2 270.350 Ls
4.00-M-00
US 1-3 NNW bs-----S353S.M0.37 00
US I-3 400-523 lbs —.--537.09.39.00
US 1-3 515 and up
53300.34.00
US 2-3 Mil* Ix
Roan $30.39.32.110

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

(Bone Only)

IndependeneGeneral Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies

Cash & Carry
Model #6089

"Free help in filing claims
for my clients"
*1 have a variety of coverage in all types of Health & Life Insurance.
*I have a variety of prices. *I can fit the coverage and price for each
individual.
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CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
641 SOUTH • 753-2617. Murray, Ky

ill Knorr& W L tiers, Inc. Monne NYS( and SPC

2x4
2x6
4x4

8'
1.99
2.99
3.88

FREE!
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•Hilliard Lyons is trading agent lor this stock
—Hilliard Lyons Is a market maker In this stock
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Cosh & Corry
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Lou V. McGary
Dow Jones Ind.
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